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Abstract	  
	  
	  
The global Salafi jihadist movement has entered into a new era. In this era, the 

jihadists have gained opportunity to appeal to a much larger audience with the help of 

various uses of Internet.  The Salafi-jihadist activities in the last years have shown 

that their approach was not left fruitless. The violent movement of Islamic State in 

Syria and Iraq, as we know it today is mostly consisting of foreign fighters from 

developed states, including the Western states. While the foreign fighter phenomena 

is not a new paradigm in the history of wars, the effective mass mobilization of 

jihadists shows us that something has changed since the jihadist movements of 1980s. 

It’s evident that Internet has played a certain role, providing these types of 

movements with a much bigger audience, a louder and an uncensored voice to their 

call of violence. What makes this call so much more effective than anything else, is its 

advanced used narrative, which should be analyzed in this thesis in parallel 

comparison with the academic radicalization theories. The results confirm that 

narrative of ISIS is mainly a Western-specific approach through Internet to attract 

supporters, by addressing already existing anxieties in our society, issues such as non-

belonging and humiliation. 
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      Definitions  

 

Salafi-jihadist: A person can be defined as Salafi-jihadist given two criteria. The 

individual stresses to return to what he see as “pure Islam” separated from culture and 

traditions. Also, the individual believes in Muslims duty to perform violent jihad 

(Jones,	  2014) 

 
Radicalization: This definition is described as a process where the individuals go 

through a process where they recognize that the violence is justified as a solution to 

their religious or political ideology (Regjeringen, 2014).  

 

Extremism: The process can further be developed towards extremism, as the idea of 

using violence as a solution is accepted. Yet in general, all type of extreme behavior 

can be regarded as extremism (Regjeringen, 2014).  

 

Terrorism: In worst case, terrorism is described as the extreme version of the 

radicalization, where individuals (non-state actors) carry out the violent attack in 

order to create panic and paralyze (Regjeringen, 2014).   

 

Social media: Social media is understood as interactive web applications (web.20). It 

was open to public use with the introduction of Facebook in 2005. Social media can 

be described as a web service where individuals create profile and are in network with 

other individuals.  
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Methodology 

 
Regarding current existing research, it is difficult to measure Internet radicalization 

by scientific research methods. A frequently used methodology is analyzing 

individuals over a longer period of time, following their change of behavior towards 

radicalization. However, this methodology cannot prove the exact role of Internet, in 

the path to radicalization. The case of Internet radicalization is yet unexplored area, 

especially within the academic research. Thus in this thesis, the author has chosen to 

use a different approach by comparing the Salafi-jihadist propaganda on Internet in 

correlation with causes of radicalization as identified in the French Sociology Study 

& Social Network Theory. By this method the author will search an answer to 

following research questions: 

 

• Is there a systematic correlation between common sociological issues leading 

to radicalization and the narrative used by Salafi-jihadist channels?  

• Is the narrative used by these channels often directed to Western –specific 

audience?  

• Is the narrative on Internet powerful enough to radicalize individuals?  

• In the technological era we are living in, can virtual network and friendship be 

regarded as equal to real life face-to-face interaction? 

 
Main object of the thesis is to provide further knowledge on the reality of Internet-

radicalization, thus the overall question in the thesis is: 

 

• Is propaganda narrative on Internet efficient in promoting radicalization and 

recruitment and should it be considered as a threat? 
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    The structure of the thesis 
 

The first chapter in this thesis will present various theories on radicalization issue. 

The main academic theory that is used in this thesis will be French Sociology Study, 

which identifies the sociological triggers on individual’s radicalization. Yet, the 

author sees it as equally important to present other theories such as Social Network 

theory and other empirical studies, these do not contradict but rather build on the 

French Sociology Study. The motivational factor of female extremists is also studied 

in this chapter, as the case of female recruits has become a new trend in the 21st 

century jihadist community.  

 

The second chapter reviews the academic statements made about Internet-

radicalization, by different academics. The various phases of Salafi-jihadist 

propaganda narrative is reviewed by Thomas Hegghammer, while Gabriel Weimann 

explains how terrorists use Internet to their advantage.  Three previous empirical 

studies are presented in this chapter, building on our current knowledge about Internet 

and radicalization. In this matter importance of anonymity given by use of Internet is 

strongly emphasized as an issue that should be carefully considered when countering 

the jihadist activity online.  

 

The third chapter seeks to clarify whether the narrative is specifically directed to 

Western audience? The French Sociology theorist Olivier Roy argues that the 

propaganda is rather addressed towards the Western youth, as it is often in English 

language and through Internet access. In this matter the acquired graphs compare the 

Internet access and English proficiency in MENA region.  

 

The last chapter carefully analyzes three main ISIS sympathetic channels on 

Internet. In this chapter the narratives of Anwar al Awlaki, Dabiq magazine and of 

Social Media are viewed as essential to channels aiding ISIS in its propaganda. These 

are carefully analyzed in search for the typical argumentations that are often seen as 

causes for radicalization.  
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Criteria for sources and references:  
 

This thesis has benefited from the traditional academic references from the traditional 

study of terrorism and further has expanded the academic research based on the some 

of the relevant academics. Naturally the thesis has also taken great advantage of 

information accessible through Internet. Among these are both academic writings as 

well as empirical researches carried out by recognized research groups such as RAND 

Corporation, Carter Center and Quillam Foundation. Internet was further used to 

download Dabiq magazine, watch videos of Anwar al Awlaki`s preaching, and 

studied the extremist behavior on social media (Twitter). Articles from various news 

agencies are added as examples, because media journalists have been actively 

involved in researching study of radical Islamist community on Internet.  
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  Introduction 	  

	  
Since the declaration of Islamic State in Syria and Iraq, thousands of European, 

American and Australian citizens have traveled to the conflict zone to fight under 

Baghdadi. The current flow of jihadists and radicals are mainly inspired by the violent 

Salafi-jihadist movements that have experienced a growth which began from Al 

Qaida`s early years in Afghanistan to development of ISIS in Middle East. The 

enemies of the Salafi-movement are divided into two groups, what is called “ far 

enemy” as well as the “near enemy”.  The fact that so many civilian Westerners have 

successfully responded to the call for jihad is quite worrying, and brings out the 

question on the role of Internet as radicalization and recruitment tool for ISIS. While 

the issue of foreign fighters is not a new trend in Europe, this case is unique due to the 

radicalization and recruitment method that many believe owes its effective 

mobilization tactic to the technological advancement such as spreading propaganda 

through social media and other apps.  

 

The thesis has a two-fold approach to the case of radicalization through Internet. The 

original aim of the thesis has been to measure the efficiency on radicalization and 

recruitment, of the global Internet campaign by violent Salafi –jihadist movements. 

Sadly, based on the current information we have of radicalization and recruitment, it 

is hard to point out the exact role of Internet in this process. Since the empirical 

evidence on the efficiency of the campaign is little, the most academics have so far 

not acknowledged Internet as a major radicalization tool that poses a threat. In this 

thesis author’s core argument is that Internet is a tool that expands chances for 
radicalization. Due to the lack of academic evidence on the issue, author has chosen 

to use a different approach, which may strengthen the evidence on the efficiency of 

ISIS propaganda online.  

 

The first part of the thesis will introduce the 3 major theories on radicalization issue. 

This part is crucial part of the thesis, because it will explain an individual’s road to 

radicalization. The theories analyze the radicalization on different levels both 

sociological, based on network theories and other empirical studies. The theories will 
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help us to understand what drives an individual to radicalization in Western societies. 

In this case, the theories agree on that a process towards radicalization is originally 

caused by a search for identity that further leads to cognitive opening to other kind of 

worldviews. Yet, the academics do not support the crucial role of Internet during this 

process, because the research disregards the issue of self-radicalization. While it is 

argued that virtual connections cannot replace the real life physical contact. Since the 

psychological reaction to Internet propaganda is currently immeasurable, author have 

chosen to adjust the case and instead measure the propaganda itself, in comparison to 

the radicalization causes identified in the theories. Throughout the thesis, author will 

identify a major question: “How well does the ISIS narrative address the issues that 

are recognized as core of radicalization process?”  Findings in the thesis show that 

the narrative used by ISIS often addresses many issues concerning identity, 

humiliation and shared grievances, but also reveals that “cool factor” and “macho 

culture” is also frequently promoted in its narrative. Analyses of the narrative and 

content of the propaganda material suggests that this narrative is a Western specific 

approach, addressing the similar issues as French Sociology Study points out as major 

causes for radicalization in Europe. Based on the findings from this thesis, it can be 

further confirmed that Salafi- jihadist mass-appeal on Internet have led to improved 

and effective radicalization of individuals in the West, simply because the narrative is 

picking up the already hold beliefs and insecurities about certain issues, by turning 

them in its own favor.  Therefore in the age of Internet, it has become fundamental 

necessity to moderate and halt the increasing online activity of Salafi-jihadist 

movement through number of policies that restrict their approach. It is necessary for 

the academics to rethink our understanding of Internet as something separate from our 

real –life circumstances. We are bound to accept that Internet is becoming a bigger 

part of our lives, and our main source for information and communication. Thus, its 

influence on human minds is inevitable.   
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Background  
 

Since the rise of Pan - Islamism in Saudi Arabia during 80s, the global jihadi 

movement has been growing both in Middle East and the West (Hegghammer, 2010). 

The Palestinian resistance, the war in Afghanistan, the first and second Chechen war, 

the genocide in Srebrenica and other similar grievances in the Muslim world have 

been the motivational factors that attracted jihadists around the world to mobilize and 

fight. At the same period, the international Islamic magazines took up the similar 

issues using the narrative of solidarity, which in turn created awareness on the hot 

topics in the Muslim world (Hegghammer, 2010).  Equivalently, the immigration flow 

to Europe since 1960`s has created distinctive societal problems that the West has 

never faced before, integration issues, identity, globalization, introduction of Internet, 

and the birth of the Social Media. These developments combined, have resulted a 

single Salafi-jihadist identity that can unite its followers all over the world under the 

same foundation based on a common sentiment of non-belonging and common 

grieving.  

In September 2015, the American president Barack Obama acknowledged the 

ISIS`s effective use of online and print media to attract recruits worldwide. He stated 

“ We have to prevent it from radicalizing, recruiting and inspiring others to violence 

in the first place. And this means defeating their ideology. Ideologies are not defeated 

with guns, they are defeated with ideas ” (Official White House Press Release, 2015). 

Indeed, that has also been the goal of AQI, when the leader Al Zawahiri stressed the 

importance of technology:  “We are in a battle, and more than half of this battle is 

taking place in the battlefield of the media. We are in a media battle for the heart and 

minds of our Ummah.”( Houda Abadi,2015) . In the battle of hearts and minds 

however, the target audience is the international world community. ISIS is trying to 

create an image of acceptance to all under the banner of ISIS`s caliphate. Leader of 

ISIS, Baghdadi states, “The Islamic State is a state where the Arabs and non-Arab, 

the white man and black man, the easterner and westerner are all brothers” (Houda 

Abadi, 2015). The narrative is emphasizing that all are accepted regardless of their 

class, ethnicity or race.  From this perspective the globalization has also 

revolutionized radical Islam. 
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     CHAPTER I  
 

 
     Theoretical framework   

 

 

To be able to understand the role of Internet in process of radicalization, it’s important 

to understand the background for radicalization in the first place. The issue of 

radicalization, terrorism and foreign fighters has sparked an interest among the 

scholars, a desire to understand what draws certain individuals to wage violent jihad. 

While some of these theories focus solely on empirical studies of the radicalization 

process, other theories view the issue as a sociological problem that must be 

understood in a sociological context. Currently, there are 3 main theories that are 

recognized in the research of radicalization (Dalgaard-Nielsen, Anja, 2010). A group 

of scholars understand the issue from French Sociological point of view with focus on 

the overall sociological issues such as globalization, the change in traditional society 

structure, and identity crisis etc. The second group of researchers view the case 

through the Social Network Theory, a theory that focuses on factors related to group 

level dynamic, such as the role of social network and social interaction in the daily 

life. The third research groups focus on findings from empirical data; the study 

analyses the issues on individual level, and view the issues case by case.   

 

 

    The French Sociology study  

 

Main scholars within this study are Olivier Roy, Gilles Keppel and Farhad 

Khosrokhavar. The scholars collected data, by some empirical studies, but also 

support the theories by some qualitative interviews of the individuals charged with 

terrorism in France.  This study argues that the radicalization doesn't occur caused 
by economic deprivation or political oppression as previously assumed, but 

because individuals seeks to reconstruct a lost identity through radicalization, 

because they often experience the exclusion and economic disadvantage in host 
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country (the West), which results a double sense of non - belonging to neither of the 

societies (Roy, 2004).  

 

Olivier Roy  

 

While the radicalization of lower class families in Europe, can be explained by social 

deprivation and lack of education, what explains the radicalization of middle -class 

well integrated Muslims?  The explanation according to Roy is that many Muslim 

youth in Europe that are of 2nd or 3rd generational minorities, are Westernized in 

such depth that they rarely feel any relation to their parents culture / identity, but are 

yet outcasts of the society they live in.  French Sociologist theorist Olivier Roy argues 

that radicalization is a subculture, which has always existed, but the today’s virtual 

environment gives it room to flourish expand even faster and bigger.  Secularization 

and globalization have forced religions to break away from culture as autonomous 

both from political and territorial discourse (Roy, 2010.p.2). Radicalization is a 

product of secularization, not a reaction to secularization; therefore it would be wrong 

to call it a religious comeback, as it is rather a transformation of the religion itself. 

Because fundamentalism is actually a symptom of secularized society, it is less about 

restoring spiritual experience as Salafism claims and more of a manifestation of what 

Roy calls a “holy ignorance “ (Roy, 2010).  A typical classification of individuals 

who have lost both their ethnic roots and their theology is attracted to such incoherent 

ideas. What is paradoxal is that the very forces they denounce are sustaining the 

religious fundamentalisms core existence.    

 

“ Their vision of global Ummah is both a mirror and a form of revenge against the 

globalization that has made them what they are “   - Olivier Roy (Roy, 2010) 

 

Roy stresses that next to television and Internet that contribute to fundamentalisms 

appeal, the importance of language does also contribute to radicalization in Europe. 

What holds a culture together is the language, which has also become a part of the 

religion. However this has changed in the Western societies where globalization has 

taken roots.  Both social media and the globalization of English language ( globish) 

makes it possible for Egyptian imams to reach supporters in the Western countries .  
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According to Roy the majority of the radicalized are either born-again or converts, 

who previously have been raised in a Western life style (Roy, 2007). When they are 

gaining interest to religion, they are breaking up with the religion of their parents; in 

exchange they are accepting Salafism, a strict and scriptural branch of Islam. When 

they join jihad it happens through the simple and scriptural Salafist ideology, where 

the guidelines consist of do`s and dont`s.  Instead of following traditions of their 

parents, they accept a multi-cultural Muslim community consisting of different 

nationalities, which in turn glorifies their own de-culturation and makes them feel 

“better” Muslims than their parents (Roy, 2007.p 54). Within these groups, there are 

also converts who consist from 10 to 25 % of the militants (Roy, 2007.p 54). They are 

black, white and even of Caribbean origin.  Not only are the groups mixed 

interracially, but they also consist of mixed gender groups with female members, as 

were the Paris attackers. These individuals often marry each other without their 

parents consent, as opposed to the traditional view on marriage. On this matter Roy 

compares the structure of the groups to the leftist radicals from the 1970s. Therefore 

Olivier Roy, disregards the fact that problems in conflict zones is a spillover factor to 

radicalization; for instance he points out to how Moroccans and Pakistanis are 

ethnicities that are overrepresented within the radical groups, while there are quite 

few Iraqis or Afghans (Roy, 2007 p.53). Moreover, very few of the militants go back 

to their own home country to wage jihad, instead they go to the typical destinations of 

Pakistan and Afghanistan to join the training camps of terrorist organizations in the 

region. Their fight is not for a cause; because these individuals have not sought a way 

to push through any sort of support for the causes prior to turning to militant 

Islamism: for example activities supporting the Palestinian cause. On contrary they 

often come from troubled background, and are often radicalized in the jails, a second 

recruiting platform as the mosques in the West (Roy, 2007 p.56). Therefore Oliver 

Roy concludes that Islamic radicalism is a youth movement powered by 

psychological frustration. He describes them as mere activists than constructivist 

(Roy, 2007 p.55). They seek to reconstruct their self-image through immediate action, 

even if it involves suicide. They are not willing to construct a long-term plan with 

higher success rate for their cause.  In this case, Militant Islamism is seen as a third-

way alternative, that would give a dignity and meaning, and a way to deal with 

everyday racism, and give a “just cause” to fight for, in an unjust worldview.  
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As an ideology, this is mere a developed version of Western anti-imperialism and 

third world radicalism, with the shape of Islamic phraseology (Robinson, 2014). For 

instance liberal and Western friendly Muslims are often referred to as “coconuts”, as 

brown on the outside white in the inside; a word that has its roots in anti-colonial 

movements of 20th century (Jaffar, 2015). Therefore authorities cannot expect the 

moderate Muslims to normalize its radical counterparts because moderates are 

considered as traitors in the eyes of Salafi-jihadists (Roy, 2015).  

It is important to make a distinction between religious radicalization and violent 

radicalization, as evidences prove that not all Salafis are violent and not all violent 

radicals are theologically aware. As for instance some of the violent radical jihadists 

had brought with them the eminent “Islam for Dummies” book (Robinson, 2014).  

 

There are different groups that could be categorized as radicals in French case, some 

of them real, but many are only “dreamers” as Roy puts it (Roy, 2015,p 3).  

 

Roy stresses that that Muslims in France suffer from “Gallic individualism”( Roy, 

2015). The radicalized youth are a fringe of that society, rather than the core of 

Muslim community. They usually do not have strong connection with the mosques, 

and they invent the Islam whose opposes itself the West. The high percentages of 

converts among the violent radicals demonstrate a clear example of this situation. To 

slow the on-going hysteria feeding Islamaphobia, it’s crucially important to admit that 

the Muslims are not a community, but a population (Roy, 2015).  In fact there is no 

“Muslim community “ in France. They are diverse, and spread along different 

political parties and social communities. For instance, statistics show that in French 

case there are more Muslims working in gendarme, policy and security services, in 

contrast with Muslims joining Al Qaida.  Nevertheless, the Western friendly 

individuals are viewed as exceptions, while the general rule describes Muslims as 

terrorists.  Roy suggests that a disconnection between Islam and culture is necessary 

in Europe. The religion Islam should be accepted as a part of Western religions at the 

same level as Christianity and Judaism. Only then will the radical movements be 

isolated and disregarded from the general Muslim population.  
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Farhad Khosrokhavar  

 

Khosrokhavar`s main argument, as similar to Olivier Roy is that the main reason to 

violent Islamic radicalization among the 2nd and 3rd generation Muslim immigrants 

derives from the sense-of non -belonging. Although many decedents of immigrant 

workers do integrate into the Western society, there are few that encounter economic 

and cultural obstacles that prevent the complete integration.  

 He provides 3 types of jihadist characteristics that exist, both emphasizing the 

role of charismatic leadership and social networks:  

 

1) A group led by one charismatic intellectual leader with prior knowledge about 

religion and jihad. This is the most known case in majority of jihadi communities.  

2) Egalitarian group of friends that function rather like a sect, with no clear 

leadership of the group.  

3) The males of a family and extended family unite to create their own separate 

jihadist group. 

 

In this matter, the concept of Ummah, is used as an important mobilization factor of 

the group. This concept has further developed to “neo-ummah” that is described as 

imaginary global community that unites all Muslims, crossing the territorial and 

cultural traditional borders (Khosrokhavar , 2010 p.238).  It creates solidarity between 

the Muslims in the West and Muslims in the conflict zones around the world through 

shared grievances. As a result of this understanding, the radicalization process 

combines the discrimination of the Muslims in the West; with the foreign policy 

Western countries are carrying out abroad, in the Middle East. The same narrative is 

used even if the different European countries are carrying out completely different 

local and foreign policies. For instance ISIS executed British citizen Haines, 

regardless of the British foreign policy in Syria. The focus on Haines and his 

execution derived from his Western identity rather than actual foreign policy.  

Khosrokhavar reviews two very different integration approaches in two European 

states with major immigrant population the French Model and the English model. The 

French model of integration is a strong secular identity, while the English allows 
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cultural heterogeneity to immigrants. The two models have led to various 

developments for the structure of immigrants in the country. Further, Khosrokhavar 

emphasizes the crucial importance of ghetto`s and jails as main breeding points for 

radicalization in the West.  

 

The scholars of French Sociology theory agree that the overall background of 

radicalization and support for militant Islamic movements in the West is not only 

because of socio-economic background of the radicalized individuals, but rather 

caused by a search for identity and non-belonging to a community.  

 

   The Movement and Social Network Theory  

 

Another group of scholars have looked at the case of violent radicalization through 

the Social Movement Theory and Network Theory. The main argument within this 

theory is that violent radicalization depends on individual’s own social 
environment, thus on whom you know. The theory argues that the radicalization 

happens gradually where certain networks within small groups bond share their ideas 

with one another. The theory focuses on the importance of shared worldview and 

shared identity.  

 

Quintan Wiktorowicz 

 

The main contribution of Wiktorowicz to this theory is his framing theory. The theory 

argues that reality is constructed as a subjective interpretation around the actual 

events. A frame is a worldview that is shaped according to individual’s values, 

assumptions, logic and beliefs (Daalgard-Nielsen, 2010 p.801). To be able to recruit 

the potential candidates to a radical organization, it must promote a certain frame of 

the world that the recruit can partly recognize himself in, in order to create a frame 

alignment.  The leader of Pakistani extremist group Jamaat-ud-Dawa re-affirms this in 

his explanation for why young jihadists join them:  

 

“There are two things that make a young man join us: 1) the atrocities of the enemy, 

which we teach them to see and, 2) the Islamic concept of martyrdom.  ”Your world” 
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is itself responsible for what we are seeing today. They are playing their own roles in 

motivating Muslims. We have such an easy job. We don’t have to do anything! 

“(Bokhari, 2006 p.35)”.  Like the leader of extremist organization revealed, the frame 

alignment is described as ability to resonate with worldview of the target, such as 

interest’s values and his beliefs (Daalgard-Nielsen, 2010 p.802). Often, it is enough 

to reach out to already pre-existing thought and grievances of the individual. As the 

study of Change Institute reveals, the grievances of many Muslims are similar 

regardless of their ideology (extremist or moderate). These grievances are often 

addressed by radical organizations, used as propaganda, to encourage the Muslims in 

the West to action.   

 

Wiktorowicz uses the frame theory to explain the recruitment pattern of Al - 

Muhajiorun, consisting of 4 steps (Wiktorowicz, 2005). The study consisted of 

participations in the meetings, interviews, and recruitment sessions. The radical group 

was one of more visible radical organizations in UK, often attracting attention with its 

open support to use violence both in the West and Muslim territory, and the goal to 

establish Islamic Khilafa. He explains the development to radical environment as a 4-

step process:  

 

1) Cognitive opening  

2) Religious seeking  

3) Frame alignment  

4) Socialization  

 

It starts with an individual who is in a personal crisis as French Social Theory 

suggested. He questions his previously held beliefs, thus search for different 

perspective, sometimes guidance through his social network or simply through books 

/ Internet. Some turn to religion to seek meaning in life, getting in touch with some 

radical groups. According to Wiktorowicz, the first contact occurs often through 

individual’s own social networks and relationships. As a next stage the individual 

takes part in the recruitment sessions and different lectures. It’s during this period; the 

frame alignment between the radical organization and the potential recruit takes place. 

The typical subjects discussed are the above-mentioned shared political and religious 
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grievances, or general religious guidance. Based on this grievance as the foundation, 

the individuals are encouraged to take action to prevent the injustice that is happening 

to Muslims around the world. The subject of use of violence comes at later stage, 

when the frame alignments have been completed. The violence is justified at this 

point, as the unjust world has been framed in the recruits mind. From this perspective 

the radicalization is a long social process that happens through continuous convincing 

and thought exchange with the recruiter. Wiktorowicz doesn't support the claim that 

Internet can be a source for violent radicalization. On contrary a rational individual 

would not risk his safety or his relationships solely because of radical content he finds 

on Internet, as it would be too risky according to Wiktorowicz.  The group loyalty is 

something that is developed solely on social interaction through a longer period of 

time, thus cannot be developed in the virtual reality.  

 

Peter Neumann    

 

Other studies made by Peter Neumann and Rogers confirm Wiktorewizc`s theory with 

the empirical evidence. Their study is partially based on interviews with different 

individuals close to, or they are part of violent radical groups (Neumann, 2007 p.16). 

The study shows that small groups are more likely to adapt violent and extremist 

world-views, in exchange for acceptance and belonging in a community. Peter 

Neumann stresses the importance of peer pressure in real life is much more effective 

than through provided propaganda on Internet. The main finding in the study warns 

about a more hostile and aggressive recruitment environment, where the imams and 

preachers have been replaced by the much more effective activists, who constantly 

recruit within their own social network such as friends and family. This recruitment 

method has changed it to horizontal recruitment style, rather than the traditional top 

down recruitment method.   

 

Change Institute  

 

The Change Institute contributed to Social Movement theory by another empirical 

study. The study was realized through different interviews of European Muslims with 

no connection to violent radical movements, or supporters of violence, but a segment 
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that may be a target for recruitment. The study found an interesting aspect of 

European Muslims mentality. First, they generally believed that they were living in 
a hostile environment where Muslims were looked at with suspicion. Second, the 

European Muslims were updated on global political changes and had empathy for 
Muslims on conflict zones. Third, the study point out there is a revival of interest in 

religion among young European Muslims, who search for identity. The Institute 

concluded that majority of European Muslims did not agree in use of militant methods 

in Islam, however the issue of grievances and the suffering of Muslims around the 

world was indeed shared with type of arguments the violent radicals are using in their 

propaganda. In sum, Muslims in Europe did feel as marginalized minority. Therefore, 

the Institute advised a cautious counter-terrorism policy, in order to avoid further 

radicalization as a counter-reaction to such policies.  

 

Marc Sageman  

 

Marc Sageman disregards the explanations as low education, socio-economic 

difficulties or psychological problems as triggering causes for violent radicalization. 

Sageman focuses on individuals social network and militants who are informally 

connected through common ideology and Internet. In most cases Sageman 

believes, the ones who join militant cell already knew someone in that social 

environment. Sageman explains that the radicalization happens in different stages in 

bottom-up style. In the beginning the individuals are concerned and outraged of the 

issues of discrimination and violence against Muslims, reflecting on the grievances. 

This understanding further escalates in a group of people, where group members egg 

each other until the final stage where the use of violence becomes justified. In turn 

this results the search for operational guidance, or decision to act on its own, without 

any formal connection to militant acknowledged Islamist organizations such as Al 

Qaida. Sageman expresses that the over-reaction of Western authorities can 

accidentally re-enforce the hostile image of the West, which Al Qaida is promoting. 

He explains this is why he disagrees with Charlie Hebdo`s decision to publish 

caricatures of prophet Muhammad, as it feeds the already insulted peoples grievances, 

validating radicalization and hostility towards the West.  Sageman dismisses that 

there is al Qaida recruitment apparatus actively targeting different environments to 
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brainwash young people (Sageman, 2004).  

 
 
            Empiricism  

 

The empiric study contributes with case-by-case study, focusing on the radicalization 

on the individual level.  The scholars of empiricism are Petter Nesser, Bujis, 

Slootman and Tillie. Empiricism stresses the importance of social network and social 

process in the road to radicalization, but doesn’t dismiss the possibility of 

radicalization on individual level.  

 Petter Nesser has studied different militant groups in Europe. His studies show 

that radicalized individuals usually appear quite “normal “, but do not come as 

harmonious people. The recruits are often been socially and religiously alienated and 

frustrated prior their decision to join militant groups (Bokhari, 2006 p.35). The 

recruits become noticeably religious prior to joining. In many cases personal crisis 

have been a radicalizing factor.  When studying the case, he discovered a pattern of 

different roles every individual have in a group. There are 4 different roles in a group 

of radicalized individuals (Daalgard-Nielsen, 2010 p.806):  

 

1) The leader: A charismatic preacher, he is an idealist and activist with a interest 

for politics.  

2) The protégé: A young and educated intelligent individual who admire and 

support the ideology of the leader.  

3) The drifter:  This type of individual joins the group through his/her social 

connections, often as a loyalty.  

4) The misfit: An individual with turbulent and criminal background.  

 

These four characteristics have different motivation to join the Islamist Militant 

movement. The leader and his protégé have a clear ideology that is often motivated by 

the political grievance. The misfit on the other hand is just looking for a fresh start on 

his unsuccessful life. Finally the drifter end up in the group due to different reasons 

such as loyalty towards his friends, peer pressure or even for what Nesser calls the 

search “adventure”.  Nesser explains that the motivations are different for these four 

types. 
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He points out 3 motivational aspects that can be seen among European jihadists:  

1) Local motivation: Problems in ethnic home countries, such as dictatorship 

regimes in Muslims countries.  

2) Diaspora motivation: European policies against the Muslim citizens. The 

alienation, and discrimination feeling.  

3) Global Motivation: Western unjust foreign policy in Muslim countries such as 

support of dictatorship, or contribute to proxy war and drone bombings.   

 

Various backgrounds can lead to the same type of radicalization, with completely 

different starting points. The foreign fighter phenomena are created as a cross- 

coalition of ethnical, national fight and the Salafist Al - Qaida agenda. There are 

many examples of jihadists who have nationalistic agenda as motivational factor for 

joining militant movements joining forces with jihadist movements. However some 

other individuals have no religious nor ethnic ties that are explanatory factors for their 

radicalization such as converts.  Several of the foreign fighters both Muslim and 

converts have in common certain attributes such as actively involved in football, 

music, martial arts, and others sports that require public attention and adrenaline. 

Surprisingly many of the foreign fighters in Nesser study were newly religious and 

convert. Nasser’s findings support Olivier Roy`s theory on radicalization caused by 

personal crisis that leads to swift religiousness.  

 

Slootman & Tillie  

 

Slootman and Tillie further confirms the previous findings , through a study on the 

motivational factor of the radicalized individuals. The research was based on 

observation of some local mosques in Amsterdam and an interview about the Hofstad 

Group responsible for the killing of Theo Van Gogh. The findings suggest that 

although the motivational factors are many, there are specifically 3 types of main 

motivation factors that have been noted during the observations:  

1)  The first factor is about individuals search for meaning, stability and 

respect in life. Those do often have an underscored school background and 

criminal record. To be part of a radical ideology and warrior sub-culture who 
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gives and existential meaning to their life is attractive to its cool- factor, as 

Slootman & Tillie points out (Daalgard-Nielsen, 2010 p.807).  

2)   The second are the outsiders in society; They are not able to connect with 

their natural surroundings in to their social network. To be part of a radical 

group gives them a sense of belonging and close community.  

3)   The last group is those who are radicalized by the injustices happening in 

other conflict zones in Muslim world. They feel the political grievance of 

the Muslim world, and therefore can be called the intellectual leaders of the 

group.  The leaders are often more educated, better Arabic speakers, and they 

are also supportive on use of all means, including violence. Naturally the 

leaders lead the followers in direction of justification of use of violence, by 

giving out a cherry picked “authoritative. Often are they the biggest critics of 

the competing non-violent version of Islam, as this can disturb the mind of the 

followers, and inspire them to alternative peaceful means. On contrary, the 

followers were much less coherent in their thinking of violence as compering 

to the leaders.  

 

The study revealed another important aspect; that individuals were not radicalized due 

to encouragement of imams, the parents, or the surfing jihadist propaganda on 

Internet, but rather because of the individuals contact with a character whether it 

might be a charismatic leader or just a friend. Often this path resulted this 

individual’s isolation from the rest of society, because those who disagreed with 

group’s ideology were regarded as hostile and infidels.  Sloot and Tillie found 

different evidence whether the count-terrorism policies did actually lead to further 

radicalization.  While some of the research samples expressed how provocative the 

security policy were, some were simply discouraged exactly because they believed 

the environment to be monitored by Intelligence agencies (Daalgard- Nielsen, 2010 

p.808).   
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Female	  ISIS	  recruits	  	  

Interesting aspect of the recruit pattern is the amount of Western girls traveling to 

support ISIS. Muslim girls or Western converts have been a large part of Western 

recruits of ISIS. Among estimated 4,000 Western recruits as much as 550 of them are 

females (Saltman & Smith, 2015). Just like male recruits, they are young and they are 

from different nationalities. However, it is a paradox when a Westernized girl used to 

a liberal lifestyle, is willing to use this freedom of choice to chose an oppressing and 

dangerous environment that will take it away from her.   Nevertheless the academics 

such as Hegghammer and Roy describe these girls as Westernized yet able to combine 

this with radical Islamism.  The co-founder and chief executive of Institute for 

Strategic Dialogue Sasha Havlicek calls this a type of jihadi version of girl power 

subculture (Benhold, 2015) .  In a way this resembles also females who chose to 

become part of gangs, groups that are often macho dominated and violent, connected 

by military comradeship like ISIS. According to study the social conditions that 

inspires women to join gangs are a search for identity, social interaction and 

belonging(Cambell, 1987 p.451-466).  Many girls also seek family in gangs, and 

often refer to other female gang members as “sisters” making them their new family. 

This is also the case in jihadist milieus as we will see further in this thesis. Campbell’s 

research also revealed that the girls often saw themselves as loners, alienated from 

society. Finally, comradeship was an important part of the reason, as many girls 

joined gangs for friendship and fun experiences. Adding a sacred cause to fight that 

justifies the actions, this can easily be described as ISIS female recruits. 

There are many cases of female recruits traveling from Western countries, and unlike 

their male counterparts they are more communicative on social media and they leave 

tracks that can be interpreted to understand their behavior, which in fact may be not 

so different from the male recruits.  The most well known examples of female recruits 

are the Turkish-Australian Zehra Duman and 3 Bangladesh-British girls Khadiza 

Sultana, Amira Abase and Shamima Begum. The case of Zehra Duman is similar to 

other girls’ situations, as she did not come out of closed with her jihadi views. Zehra 

Duman is described as lone wolf, radicalized on her own.  Like the others, after she 

arrived to the Islamic State, she too was actively involved in social media in exposing 

her jihadi lifestyle, acting like matchmaker and encouraging others to Hijra. What was 
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surprising with her case was her natural attraction to violence reflected on social 

media.  For instance she provided specific instructions to her readers , encouraging to 

violent actions towards the West “Kill Kuffar in alleyways, stab them and poison 

them. Poison your teachers. Go to haram restaurants and poison the food in large 

quantities” (Saltman & Smith, 2015).   

Moreover, on her Twitter account she posted her “favorite photograph” of her 

husband where he was holding decapitated heads 1. Neither was she reluctant about 

her wish to join the battle, bragging about her weapon collections consisting of a 

kalashnikoff, few knives and bunch of grenades (Saltman & Smith, 2015). Clearly 

Zehra did have a natural attraction to violence; she is neither scared nor disgusted by 

decapitated heads. The violent videos of ISIS often reach out not only to jihadists but 

to all people genuinely attracted to such brutality in the first place.  

 

Another case study that has been talked about is the 3 British teenagers Khadiza 

Sultana, Amira Abase and Shamima Begum, who went to Syria after their fourth 

friend Shamima who became religious after her mom passed away (Benhold, 2015).  

As Social Network theory argues, regardless of the cause for radicalization it tends to 

happen in a group of friends. Peter Neumann states that if one friend is already there, 

the others tend to join , in order to be with friends.   

 

The studies of Institute for Strategic Dialogue reveals that there are push and pull 

factors that attract women to go to Islamic State 8Benhold, 2015): 

 

1) The push factors are what drive women away from their current environment: 

it can be loneliness and alienation.  Analyzes of ISIS propaganda further in the 

thesis, re-affirms these feelings focusing on humiliation and alienation 

narrative.  

2) The pull factors are what attract them to go to Islamic State: “The Khilafa 

utopian deal “, belonging to community and sisterhood are what influences 

their decision to go to ISIS controlled territory.  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The photo was quickly removed by Twitter.  
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The analyses show that the radicalization and recruitment factors are often similar 

regardless of their gender.  It is undermining to understand the radicalization and 

recruitment of females as a simple as an intention to become a bride of some jihadist. 

Often, these females have own path to jihad, which usually goes through alienation, 

humiliation etc.  

     Summary of the theories 

 

The three different studies look at radicalization issue on different levels. French 

Sociology Study explains the rise of violent radicalization on a sociological level, 

while Social Network theory points to the importance of networks by viewing the 

case at group level, finally Empiricism explains the radicalization on individual by 

level analyzing case-by-case. The three theories do not contradict each other, rather 

complete one another’s findings by looking at issue of radicalization from many 

different aspects. There are several findings the theorists have reached in common: 

 

• Personal and identity crisis, caused by alienation and humiliation, are major 

drive for individuals cognitive opening to other realities such as radical 

movements and a sacred cause, which also explains sudden interest in religion.  

• The Muslims in the West share common grievances: there is a common 

impression structural exclusion of Muslims in the West and impression of 

suffering of Muslim world, which fallouts their anti-Western view.  

• The role of charismatic leadership is vital in process of radicalization. In this 

matter, the cool factor and macho culture is strongly promoted.  

 
When looking at Internets role in radicalization, its crucial to keep in mind these 

important factors of what makes a person radicalize in the first place. That initial 

feeling of being excluded, the social association with radicalized individuals, or 

shared grieving of the Muslims world is often a driving force behind individuals 

decision to search for an answer, also through Internet. The role of Internet and social 

media cannot be ignored, because the shape of the radical jihadist movement would 

be completely different without it.  Although academics would not acknowledge the 

vital role of Internet, majority of violent radicals and foreign fighters are proved to 

have used Internet to acquire information, communicate with others or even plan a 

violent attack. What is missing is the empirical evidence. 
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         CHAPTER 2  

 
    Study of Internet radicalization  

 
Since the 1990`s, the Internet has revolutionized world in many ways. Our 

understanding of information share has globalised the world community in a speed of 

light, going beyond borders, beyond nations, and mobilizing different groups whom 

in “real life” would otherwise not be able to reach one another. Moreover, the English 

language have become the global Internet language making the most part of the world 

a reachable destination to the power of narrative, wiping away both lingual and 

cultural barriers. Especially after the introduction of social media tools such as 

Twitter, YouTube and Facebook, the role of Internet has changed drastically to a 

whole new level. The radical extremist networks have moved from private and closed 

forums to conventional social medias exposing the regular citizens to the same type of 

extremist propaganda.  This chapter attempts to provide our existing academic 

knowledge regarding the role of Internet in the radicalization and recruitment issue.  

 

There are different speculations on what kind of role Internet has on the radicalization 

and recruitment issue. In daily news, and articles we often read about how the 

terrorists have been active users of Internet prior to the carried out attack. Journalists 

have questioned the role of Internet pointing to the amount of “radical material “ 

floating online which may have an impact on the decision of a confused lone wolf. 

Many journalists have carried out their own investigations regarding potential 

terrorists active use of Internet, while some have tried to infiltrate in to the “radical 

Islamist ” community on Internet by creating fake identities etc. Some of the 

investigative journalists have even acted like a potential recruit looking for guidance 

in the online network (Erelle, 2015). It is true that the Internet has become a platform 

for many of the dark sides of a society, while not only limited to radical ideologies; 

they vary from pedophiles, criminals, hackers, and idealists to extremists.  The 

political active communities such as right wing extremists and radical Islamists often 

use this platform in a number of occasions, as tool to egg each others beliefs with 

propaganda, provide a more framed version of the reality, to organize themselves as a 

community and much more. This manipulating side of Internet is often regarded as 
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disturbing, as it has both radicalizing and encouraging function. Yet we need more 

exact evidence to understand the exact danger of it.  Currently the question of whether 

Internet promotes radicalization or vice versa, is like a question of “chicken and egg”.  

 

Marc Sageman describes this dilemma  “We have a system of terrorism research in 

which intelligence analysts know everything but understand nothing, while academics 

understand everything but know nothing” (Terrorism	  and	  Political	  Violence	  Journal , 

2014 p.570). There are several issues preventing a satisfactory research of militant 

Islamist environment on Internet. Majority of the information related to potential 

terrorists, foreign fighters and existent radicals are usually classified data only 

clarified security officials have access to use. This prevents the academic scholars 

from making progress in determining radicalization patterns of current convicted 

terrorists. Second option has been to study and analyze the online activity of the 

potential radicals and recruits. However, majority of the active radical Islamists 

promoting jihad on Internet, are continuously being suspended from most of the social 

media sphere. The users have quickly adapted to this approach and therefore have 

created backup accounts in order to continue the propaganda, which will further 

confuse the research. Most of the times, the published material is the exact same 

circulating through different accounts. Other radical users have moved to the “deep 

web” and “dark web “ which doesn't leave any traces of activity and is only accessible 

through software systems such as Tor. In sum, above-mentioned issues create difficult 

obstacles to scholars trying to map the pattern of radicalization and the role of Internet 

in it.    

 

From “ one-way” approach to “two-ways” approach: phases of Salafi-jihadist 
narrative 
 
 
Since the introduction of Al Qaida and the rise of Salafi – jihadist movements, the 

violent jihad has been globalized throughout the world.  Moreover, as every aspect of 

society, also the radical Islamist media has been developing in accordance with the 

technological improvements in media and communication. No doubt that the 

technological improvements both in form of videos, books and magazines have aided 

the Salafi-jihadist movements in to quick mobilization worldwide.  According to 

Thomas Hegghammer, there are 4 main development phases of radical Islamist media 
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approach from one-way media communication to two-ways communication (Zelin & 

Fellow, 2013 p.4).  

 

The first phase of radical Islamist media began with increasingly troubled political 

arena in the Muslim world in the years of 1980-1990. The suffering was found 

everywhere, the Palestinian struggle, the first Intifada in 1987, and the Soviet invasion 

of Afghanistan etc. These issues worked as mobilizing factors in conviction of 

Muslim suffering of the Ummah thus legitimized violent global jihad.  

One Islamist played a crucial role in legitimizing the global struggle to fight in 

foreign states, as he himself was stateless. Palestinian cleric Abdullah Azzam changed 

the perception of “jihad” and was the first to introduce “transnational jihad” 

(Hegghammer, 2013 p.2). His rights and opportunities were limited as he was a 

refugee. In many years Azzam was active, and preached in mosques in Europe and 

United States, providing video films of jihadists in conflict zones. He travelled in the 

Muslim world to raise awareness about conflicts, preaching about their connection to 

one another. He talked about Afghan jihad as case, but in fact focused rather on 

Palestinian struggle. As Petter Nesser mentions, he too had a nationalist agenda 

behind his jihadi ideology. During this phase, the jihadi media was quickly gaining 

global popularity through glossy printed magazines with big print images, essays, 

sermons and videocassettes of battles scenes from conflict zones. These magazines 

and videocassettes reached every corner of the world.  Through this method, Azzam 

started promoting the transnational jihad and encourage Muslims to liberate occupied 

land and fight together in 1980s. His speech mobilized many non-Afghans to fight 

against Soviet Union, which later would be the foundation of al Qaida. Although he 

promoted resistance and generally did not support international terrorism, his 

preaching has been essential to the beginning of global jihad, as we know it today 

(Hegghammer, 2013). It was the first time a cleric had publicly legitimized a global 

jihad with fatwas.  

 

The second phase of radical Islamist media started with the spread of home 

computers and introduction of Internet in the years of 1990-2000. In the global arena, 

1st and 2nd Chechen wars and the war in Bosnia were main subjects discussed among 

the Muslims all over the world. During this phase a different jihadist websites were 
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developed and centralized as an effort by al-Qaida related individuals. These pages 

were top-down structured web sites where the site-owner decided what content should 

be published to its readers. Naturally the websites reached many more through 

Internet, as compared to magazine. The style could be compared to a sort of news 

channel with complete monopoly and one-way information coverage provided to its 

readers. Among the most popular websites was “Azzam publications” which intended 

to spread the ideology of the Palestinian cleric Abdullah Azzam. This top-down 

approach, so-called “elitist “ approach was criticized by al-Suri who encouraged the 

production of a more mass-appealing jihadi media, also in other languages than 

Arabic. Al Qaida associated Global Islamic Media Front was a pioneer in this matter.  

 
During the third phase in the years of 2000-2005, the jihadist ideology was 

intensified due to 9/11 attacks, the Taliban’s destruction of ancient Buddha statue, yet 

another invasion of Afghanistan, and the war in Iraq. In the media front, the third 

phase brought a more interactive jihadi community into to the picture. Not only did 

forums promote important information but it also enabled the readers to discuss the 

issues within regulated threads. The creation of forums gave the possibility to connect 

with other like-minded individuals across the world. Examples on such forum are al 

Hesbah, al Falluja and al Ansar. The creation of forums diminished the one-way elitist 

approach of jihadi media communication which al-Suri was criticizing. It inspired the 

jihadist leaders to provide a more global version to a wider global public than what 

was at the time only limited to Middle Eastern audience. Even after the introduction 

of social media platform, these forums have kept their important role as main 

distributors of information. Al Qaida continues to provide its messages through the 

most famous forums, because these forums have a reputation, a certain standard and 

credibility among its readers. The two main forums that are provided by al Qaida are 

Shamukh al-Islam and al-Fida al-Islam (Zelin & Fellow, 2013 p.9).  

 

The last phase was the introduction of social media from 2005, social media outlets 

such as Facebook, Twitter, personal blogs and YouTube. These enabled individuals to 

post their own contents, thus the information was provided by individuals rather than 

an official organization. Social media have flattened the top-down jihadi media 

approach, involving regular individuals and non-jihadists in the global jihadi 

movement. This doesn't mean that the forums have lost their position as reliable 
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sources of online jihadi environment, because the core of al Qaida supporters still use 

the password protected safe and exclusive forums as main meeting point. The English 

language is constantly used on social media platform, however the Arabic is yet the 

dominant language in the password protected forums.  Social media made it possible 

to provide the jihadi narrative among collective public with no previous connection to 

jihadist milieus. Use of social media can be described as a platform where the jihadi 

ideology is sold to outsiders. This has created a new understanding of jihadists, 

exposing them to common public and vice versa. 

 
Use of Internet by terrorists  

 

Gabriel Weimann explains that the terrorist organizations use different appeals to gain 

support through Internet. There are efforts various to affect individuals sociological 

and psychological levels, for instance by taking advantage of alienation and 

frustration of individuals.  Weimann suggests there are 8 major ways that terrorists 

exploit Internet in their favor (Weimann, 2015).  These uses are both psychological 

and practical. Not all the uses of Internet are equally explored, and there is the issue 

on lack of empirical evidence. This thesis will focus mainly on the use of propaganda, 

recruitment and mobilization.  

 

Psychological Warfare:  ���Terrorism is indeed a psychological warfare tactic with the 

goal to frighten the public and create panic among the population. On Internet the 

terrorist create fear through threats, by publishing horrific images and videos of 

beheadings or create panic through warnings on oncoming terrorist attacks. With 

these methods they appear bigger than they actually are. Their threats create panic, 

which in turn puts them on the front page of every newspaper, resulting further 

escalation of panic among the citizens. In this matter, media attention is what is 

feeding their narrative. 

 

Propaganda: ���Modern terrorists are indoctrinated and radicalized through different 

platforms on Internet. Internet provides self- radicalization; extremist ideologies are 

cultivated freely in a liberal online environment. According to FBI Boston, the 

Marathon bombers, the Tsarnayev brothers were radicalized through radical 
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propaganda on Internet. For instance, the brothers downloaded many radical contents, 

among them a foreword by radical cleric Anwar al- Awlaki (Ford & Siemaszko, 

2015). The extremists disseminate propaganda materials with terrorist narrative 

through religious explanations and justifications on online videos and messages. In 

the past most terrorist organizations were highly dependent on public media attention, 

such as local newspapers, radio and television to get out their message to the public. 

However today, the terrorists are able to promote themselves uncensored and much 

more effectively, thus gain publicity in the cheapest and fastest way. Weimann, 

suggests that most terrorist organization do not celebrate their violent activities 

publicly, instead they point to restrictions on freedom of expression and gain 

sympathy through suffering of other comrades. The terrorists justify the use of 

violence by 3 steps. First, the terrorist organization is portrayed as a weak underdog 

that has no other choice but to use violence as a last escape against its enemy who is 

strong and powerful. When talking about the counter-actions from enemy, the 

powerful words such as “genocide, slaughtering. etc.” are emphasized, while the 

leaders are portrayed as constantly in danger for assassination by the enemy.  Second, 

the enemy is delegitimized, dehumanized and demonized, by portraying the enemy’s 

actions as inhumane, immoral, and brutal. While the terrorist organization itself is 

shown as a freedom fighters, forced to use violence against its own will, in order to 

reclaim the rights and dignity of its people. In case of ISIS, the case is different as the 

terrorist organization is quite open about use of violence and torture. Third, the 

terrorist image of the organization is concealed by using nonviolent language, in a 

attempt to appear peaceful and in favor of diplomatic solution through negotiations. 

While this is true to most terrorist organizations such as al Qaida and Hizb ul- Tahrir, 

ISIS is doing the opposite.  

 

Recruitment and mobilization: ���Internet is also used by terrorists to recruit it`s 

sympathizers to actively join the fight. For instance the organizations such as ISIS are 

collecting information about its readers, thus contacting interested individuals are 

newly converts ( Callimachi, 2015). Integrated communications is an effective tool in 

mobilization of like-minded individuals. Especially marginalized and vulnerable 

individuals are often the targets of the propaganda. To attract the younger Internet 

users, there have been used many different methods, including a computer game such 
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as “Muslim Mali”, where the player is jihadists in Africa, and the game ends when the 

player becomes a martyr (Weimann, 2015). In some cases the sympathizers 

themselves are actively seeking attention and waiting to be discovered by the 

recruiters to join the jihadi cause, as Marc Sageman also noted. Some journalists have 

sought out to pretend to be sympathizers in order to study the process of recruitment 

by ISIS.  

 

 

Data mining: ���Internet does also about wide range of free easy accessible information, 

which has been major intention behind its creation. However, this also means that the 

same open sources are also accessible to potential terrorists, even by legal means. 

There are numerous tools that can be used, such as Google maps, search engines, and 

newspapers; they are all contributing to generate the existing information. 

 

Fundraising: ���The terrorist organizations are greatly dependent on donations from 

supporters. Organizations such as Al-Qaida, Hizb ul Tahrir, IRA and even Chechen 

fighters have asked for donations, providing banking information and the account 

number online. However, there is little evidence pointing to terrorist funding through 

Internet. Hawala method may be a frequently used method for donations. 

 
Networking: ���Different terrorist organizations, such as Al Qaida have changed its 

hierarchical structure to become rather semi-independent terror cells with sympathy to 

the organization, while the recruitment has changed from top down to horizontal 

recruitment. Modern communications enable fast and swift communication at no cost, 

thus improve the maintenance and tighten network of the organization. Moreover, this 

technological advantage brings several terror-cells together, along with radical 

extremists (cheerleaders), which in theory do not have a violent history.  

 

Sharing Information: ���Internet is naturally full of easily available information 

anything from cooking, repairing to making bombs and explosives. Currently there 

are several manuals shared on Internet, that serve the terrorists cause; The Terrorists 

Handbook and the Anarchist Cookbook explains how to make bombs at home. Al 

Qaida prepared another manual called “ The Encyclopedia of Jihad” giving detailed 
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instructions on how to establish underground organization and prepare attacks. 

Anders Breivik the right wing terrorist who carried out terrorist attacks in Oslo in 

2011 collected most of his information through sources on Internet, among them Al- 

Qaida’s guidance’s on terrorist attack and bomb making which he understood through 

Google Translate (Pidd, 2012). This proves that it’s possible to acquire most of the 

information through open - sources on Internet and accomplish a terrorist attack. 

There have been several attacks guided by these handbooks (Pidd, 2012) . Currently 

there are near a million results on Google with search words “terrorist” and 

“handbook”.  

 

Planning and coordination: ���Internet serves as a tool to plan and coordinate terrorist 

attacks. The best example of this may be the 9/11 attacks, which became the start new 

era in the fight against terrorism. The evidence discovered by federal officials in the 

computer of Abu Zubaydah, the mastermind behind the 9/11 attacks, showed that the 

attacks were carefully planned, through encrypted messages online. The 

communication lasted from May to August 2001. The final message to the 18 

terrorists who carried out the attack was from Mohammed Atta “  “The semester 

begins in three more weeks. We’ve obtained 19 confirmations for studies in the 

faculty of law, the faculty of urban planning, the faculty of fine arts, and the faculty of 

engineering” (Weimann, 2004). Its is clear that the communication on Internet was 

“coded “ so third parties would not be able to understand even if the encrypted 

messages should be cracked by intelligence agencies. This reveals the careful 

approach “real terrorists” are using as compared to careless “Twitter jihadists”.  

 

Counter-arguments to Weimann’s 8 points  

 

Thomas Hegghammer approaches the so-called threats provided by Internet with 

skepticism. He stresses that currently there is lack of evidence when it comes to how 

useful Internet actually is, especially when it comes to financing and recruitment 

issues. Direct financial transactions to the actual terrorist organization are a rare, 

according to Hegghammer. Instead, the so-called hawala system is a widely used 
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method among the migrants from North Africa and Middle East (El Qorchi, 2002)2. 

There is also little evidence of the recruitment capability on Internet, because few 

people would trust a person they don’t know on Internet, stresses Hegghammer.  

 

Evaluation of the threat from Internet  

 

One of the core arguments supporting the dangers of online radicalization has been 

the issue of self-radicalization. Marc Sageman stresses that Internet can encourage 

loners to carry out violent attack on their own (Sageman, 2008 p.122). In many 

terrorist attacks Internet have played a central role, functioning as an effective tool 

providing radical materials, propaganda videos, training and bomb-making manuals. 

Farhad Khosrokahvar argues that Internet gives the potential terrorists direct access to 

like-minded people, as it works as “ echo of chamber” that egg individuals radical 

ideas.  In many of the of lone-wolf cases there is a presence of social alienation, 

which is the reason Internet is used as a replacement for conventional socialization. 

Olivier Roy confirms this understanding; radicals socialize within a small group of 

network, whether it may be neighborhood, jail or Internet 3. Internet is described as 

the last process of recruitment according to Roy. Recruiters often approach young 

women and other curious individuals whom are spotted in jihadist social network 

aggressively. A French journalist, who went undercover as a young curious girl, was 

quickly contacted by an ISIS fighter who introduced himself as recruiter of higher 

range, as he also approached her as his to-be bride, convincing her to come to Syria 

(Erelle, 2015). 

 

In other words, one doesn’t need to be in radical Islamist environment anymore in 

order to become radicalized, because the radical environment reaches the individuals 

through social media. There are lone -wolves who can digest such propaganda and 

information on Internet all by themselves and become radicalized enough to carry out 

a violent attack in the real life. There are several examples of these self -radicalized 

individuals. For instance the right-wing extremist Anders Behring Breivik was self-

radicalized without any real life connections with similar ideology, as none of his 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Hawala is one of the Informal funds transfer (IFT) systems, transferring funds from one to another 
location through the intermediaries known as “hawaladars”	  
3	  Roy includes Internet as a social network	  
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friends were aware of his plans. The Boston Marathon bombers Tsarnayev brothers 

admitted that they were inspired by the videos of cleric Anwar al Awlaki 

(Meleagrou-‐Hitchens,	  2011). Yet, it is hard to prove the exact role of Internet, as its 

impossible to know what would have become of these individuals without the Internet 

connection. In order to be able to compare the development, it is necessary to measure 

another control group without any Internet connection, which is almost impossible. 

Rafael Pantucci who has studied the case of self-radicalization has concluded that 

there actually are some examples on self- radicalized individuals, without any 

operational connection and guidance. Some examples on self-radicalized individuals 

are Roshanora Choudhrya who stabbed British PM inspired by videos of Anwar al 

Awlaki, and Nicholas Roddis who was fascinated by al Qaida to a degree where he 

pretended to be part of the terrorist organization. However in most cases the lone wolf 

does have some contact with the operational guidance through Internet. Pantucci 

divides the lone wolfs into 4 different categories, with various degrees of operational 

contact with the extremists: Loner, The lone wolf, the lone wolf pack and Lone 

attackers (Pantucci, 2011). The case of loners studied by Pantucci, shows that there 

are great deal of Internet-use involved either in the radicalization process or prior a 

violent attack. Some individuals such as Choudhry was radicalized through Internet, 

used Internet as a research tool and finally was convinced that the Parliament member 

that supported the Iraqi war should be punished. Her attack was hailed on the online 

jihadi communities. Those who were radicalized through other channels such as jail 

and mosques like Reid, used Internet for operational contact purposes. Through online 

communication, the radicals were coordinated, convinced and even pushed to carry 

out terrorist attacks.   

 

Anonymity on Internet  

 

It’s evident that Internet does have some role in path to radicalization. What makes 

this path more attractive than other, is the way Internet provides a certain anonymity, 

which encourages the users to act less vigilant. The advantage of anonymity on 

Internet has for instance encouraged female users to get actively involved on jihadist 

networks like never before. During Neumann`s research paper about Greenbirds the 

interview with one of the disseminators revealed that the anonymity of the 
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disseminators was in fact a crucial matter which he would not risk to reveal. If he had 

to choose, he preferred to stop the online activity for the sake of his privacy (Carter, 

Maher & Neumann, 2014 p.17). There is reason to assume that this is the case for 

majority of Internet users. In the survey made among my social network, more than 

half (53%) of participants preferred privacy to security 4. Thus, Internet provides 

anonymity both to disseminators and the followers, making them more vigilant to 

come out of the closet with their jihadist views. 

 Thomas Hegghammer on contrary argues that use of Internet by radicals is a 

“two edged sword” that will leave damaging traces and evidence for the user 5. There 

are several limitations that would make the work of a disseminator or foreign fighter 

difficult, when exposing him/herself to Internet. First, it is difficult to maintain 

anonymity on Internet.  Second, if a user prefers to stay anonymous it would be 

difficult for him to maintain his visibility on Internet (popularity). There is high level 

of distrust on virtual radicals milieus such as forums/ social media. To be able to gain 

the trust of the readers / followers the user verify his authenticity by exposing himself 

to the public, including exposing himself to his enemies, making it a costly affair to 

gain trust of his followers. To deal with the distrust issue, the users are often 

dependent on reputation systems. As we have seen earlier in the research paper of 

Neumann, one of the discovered spiritual authorities is popular among European 

foreign fighters just because of his celebrity status (reputation), rather than his actual 

presence on Internet communities. The disseminators and foreign fighters are often 

obliged to display their past, their activity, pictures and wounds from former 

experience, moreover display knowledge that is usually hard acquire in order to gain 

trust of followers. Currently, the Islamic radical presence online is extended so much 

that they have to compete with other disseminators to be able to attract most readers/ 

followers. Some of the tactics that are used to cut through is by swarming the market 

by automated updates such as ISIS does on Twitter. Use of tabloidization of radical 

material has also become a popular choice, resulting magazines such as Dabiq and 

Inspire.  On one hand the Salafi-jihadist narrative is freely floating on Internet, while 

on the other hand, there has been a growing public awareness on the government 

surveillance after the whistleblower Edward Snowden revealed classified information 

about NSA. This change may encourage the Salafi-jihadists to move underground to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  Survey	  made	  by	  me	  	  
5	  	  Lecture	  by	  Thomas	  Hegghammer	  in	  Kings	  College	  (	  accessed	  through	  YouTube)	  	  	  
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the dark and deep web at the expenses losing followers. If the Salafi-jihadist narrative 

is assumed as effective and powerful tool for radicalization, to move the networks 

away from public eye could be one possible solution to the issue. However when it 

comes to preventive security measures, jihadists going underground mean even less 

possibilities to detect potential threats.  

 

 Previous empirical studies on Social Media and Salafi-jihadism 
 

As shown above, there is no accurate statement among academics on whether Internet 

can be seen as a threat or not as means to radicalization. There have been carried out 

various empirical researches in order to measure the role of Internet. The thesis has 

picked 3 various researches that show how social media outlets are used, how 

convicted terrorists and radicals are inspired by such propaganda and where such 

support comes from.  The first research #Greenbirds is done by Neumann & Shiraz on 

inspirational power of ISIS related Twitter use. The second research is done by 

RAND Corporation; it’s a qualitative research on impact of Internet on the 15 

individuals convicted as extremists and terrorists. The third research is quantitative 

analyses on the support of ISIS in “Arabic” social media (Twitter). The 2 researches 

present how Internet is a tool used both as inspirational source and informational 

source, while the last research identifies the support on ISIS in social media. Finally 

my own analyses of the Salafi – jihadist channels (related to ISIS) will further 

contribute to understand the strength of the jihadist appeal based on previous findings 

and new analyses of current narrative. 

 

The #Greenbirds  

 

Neumann and Shiraz`s study “#Greenbirds: Measuring Importance and Influence in 

Syrian Foreign Fighter Networks” (2014) aims to find the inspirational background 

for radicals whom fight in Syria and Iraq. The amounts of foreign fighters joining 

ISIS are so high that people often referred to the group itself as “The foreigners” 

(Carter, Maher & Neumann, 2014 p.17). The report reveals how important social 

media is for foreign fighters in Syria, as its used both as source for inspiration and but 
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also for informational purposes. There are both disseminators and clerical 

authorities actively involved in the social media.  

 

The clerical authorities work as cheerleaders of the jihadi movement legitimizing the 

fight through religious explanation, and function as inspiration to potential foreign 

fighters. . Of the total amount of the 190 analyzed social media users, the provided 

information indicated that highest number of users originated from UK (17.9%), 

France (11.6%) and Germany (11.1%).  

 

The so-called “disseminator accounts “ were often used for information purposes, 

which means they were not associated or didn't belong to any group or foreign 

fighters, but worked as “cheerleaders” for the jihadists in Syria. The disseminators 

actively published the real - time updates with videos and pictures. The paper 

revealed a specific radical individual who stood out as effective “provider”, a user 

named Irhabi007 (Younis Tsouli) so successful that his work was publicly 

acknowledged by al Qaida members in Iraq.  

 

Research proved that the disseminator’s accounts on contrary to foreign fighters 

accounts have gained an important role in social media due to several reasons:  

 

1) Their language skills are useful. The disseminators were often fluent both in Arabic 

and English. English is the new global language, especially on Internet; this attribute 

widens the audience for the jihadist narrative.  

2) The disseminators have an overall perspective of the incidents in the region, as they 

collect their information from range of sources, as compared to the foreign fighters on 

ground, which can only see their close circle.  

3) The disseminators have time and capacity to engage with their followers, on 

contrary to foreign fighters who usually don't have.  

 

Conclusively, the research shows that Internet is used both for inspirational and 

informational purposes by potential and real life foreign fighters.  However, Neumann 

does not believe that the recruitment to Syria is happening solely because of Internet 

propaganda. He acknowledges the role of the Internet, as shown on his earlier 
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research of social media, but he is yet convinced that people go to Syria because they 

know someone who is already there, which is the reason why we see the clusters of 

Syria jihadis from certain areas such as Portsmouth or Brighton in UK. Usually a 

group of friends are following each other to Syria, a decision that may have been 

based on peer pressure or just a simple wish to be with their friends, rather than only 

Internet.  

 

“They will watch those videos and their beliefs will be re-enforced, but what makes 

them go is that people are out there, egging them on and there’s a degree of social 

pressure”(McVeigh, 2014). 

 

The Rand report 

 

RAND research group carried out a small-scale empirical research on convicted 

terrorists and extremist cases within UK. The research  “ Radicalization in the 

digital era “ focused on 15 individuals, among 5 extremist cases and 10 convicted 

terrorist cases in UK. The team created 5 related hypothesis based on academic 

research on online radicalization and checked these hypotheses on the 15 case 

studies that were interviewed with the help of police. The results of the 5 

hypotheses were various, as some hypothesis was supported while others such as 

self-radicalization were not.    

 

Hypothesis 1: The Internet creates more opportunities to become radicalized:  

The research supports this hypothesis, as evidence shows that opportunities to 

become radicalized increases because an individual is available and connected to 

like-minded people all the time. All of the 15 individuals did in fact use Internet as 

a key source for information, as communication tool and propaganda tool for their 

extremist ideology.  

 

Hypothesis 2: The Internet acts as an “echo chamber”:  The research 

supported second assumption confirming that Internet works as echo chamber for 

various extremist beliefs, because individuals find approval and encouragement 

for their already existing extremist beliefs.  
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Hypothesis 3: The Internet accelerates the process of radicalization: The 

research did not find evidence on assumption that Internet accelerates the process 

of radicalization; instead the group suggests that the Internet may facilitate the 

process, which in turn may further lead to acceleration.  

 

Hypothesis 4: The Internet allows radicalization to occur without physical 
contact: The evidence from research shows that physical contact is important, and 

at current point Internet is not a substitute for need of physical contact, but it 

works rather as an complement to the in-person communication.  

 

Hypothesis 5: The Internet increases opportunities for self-radicalization:  
The last hypothesis on increased possibility of self-radicalization through Internet 

is not supported by the research as all of the subjects have been in contact with 

other people, whether it might be physically or virtually.  
 

The study confirms many previously assumed uses of Internet, that Internet acts 

an echo chamber, and it creates more opportunities to be radicalized. But study 

doesn’t find evidence of self-radicalization and also points out the importance of 

physical contact in process of radicalization.  

 

Voice from Blogs  

 

This mass-quantitative study “ISIS: perception on news on-line and social media 

considering only posts and articles written in Arabic language” was conducted by 

several Italian academics from Milan University within period of 3,5 months in 2014. 

Over 2 millions online posts in Arabic were analyzed both from online news and 

social media (mainly posts from Twitter) were collected. The research compares 

negative and positive statements about ISIS both on news and social media, as shown 

in the graphs.  

Study finds that the correlation between media agenda and public opinions do not 

always merge, as assumed. The study focused on the news headlines related to the 

beheadings and public reactions to it on social media. Interestingly, the study showed 
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that whenever ISIS beheaded hostages, the negative sentiment increased, as well as 

positive sentiment increased towards ISIS, when US led airstrikes started.  

 

 Change of perceptions on ISIS, connected to beheadings. Source: Voice of Blogs  
 

Further, the study shows two graphs that explain the positive and negative perceptions 

of ISIS` existence on Arabic speaking social media network. The main positive 

arguments supporting ISIS argued that ISIS was in fact defending Islam (35.7%), 

posts that encouraged and supported ISIS fighters in the region (26.2%) and 

saluted the role of ISIS as a state (17.4%). Interestingly the analyses show that the 

smallest effort was given to consider ISIS as enemy of the West, or criticizing the 

West (8.3%).  

 

 
Source: Voice of Blogs  
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When these online sentiments about ISIS were further tracked and localized back 

to its origin, its apparent that many of the Arabic-speaking social media supporters 

of ISIS actually originated from countries far away to the conflict zone, including 

Westerns countries. According to the study, the top supporters of ISIS on Arabic 

social medias networks are Qatar (47%), Pakistan (35%) Belgium (31%) and UK 

(24%). The very lowest support for ISIS came from Iran and Syria. Local support 

for the ongoing war in Syria seems non-existent. This also shows that the social 

media activity from actual foreign fighters from the conflict zone in Syria may not 

be as efficient as previously assumed.  In total of 2 million online posts in Arabic, 

20% of them were pro-ISIS posts. If the author had added English social media 

users to this research, the result on the graphs may have been much more different, 

as it would include not only converts but also a great number of non-Arabic 

supporters of ISIS.  As we have seen in previous chapters, the numbers of non- 

Arabic supporters of ISIS are peculiar, thus English needs to be included in further 

studies. 

 

Summary 

 

Conclusively the abovementioned 3 empirical studies provide us with knowledge 

on how social media networks are frequently used for inspirational and 

informational purposes both by Salafi jihadists and other potential recruits. Thus 

we know that narrative on Internet does have some certain effect on its audience. 

Yet, the studies settle that there is little evidence on self-radicalization, as all 

radicalization and recruitment processes have been developed through two-ways 

communications whether it might be virtual or physical form for communication. 

Further additional evidence shows how social media mirrors the already existing 

support for ISIS movement in our very societies, including in the Western 

countries. The virtual support is yet distant from the actual conflict area like ISIS, 

Lebanon and Iran. Mostly the support is deriving from states like Qatar, Pakistan, 

Belgium and UK. What may Pakistan and Belgium have in common, causing 

almost equally percentage of supporters for ISIS in these two countries?  What’s 

more; how can Western audience pick up a narrative so alien to liberal society, if 

the ideology is based simply upon Islamic radicalism alone? Chapter 4 will look to 
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answer for these questions, by analyzing the Salafi-jihadist related propaganda 

channels that go far beyond Islamic jihadist ideology as core mobilization factor. 

The analyses will show that many already existing issues in the Western societies 

are frequently addressed in the narrative in favor for ISIS. 
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    CHAPTER 3  

 
IS ISIS narrative directed to Western audience?  

	  

Academics acknowledge that radical Islamist propaganda (including ISIS` approach) 

do contribute to accelerating radicalization process. Several empirical studies showed 

that the role of propaganda on Internet is not incoherent, as many of the charged and 

convicted radicals in the West, including foreign fighters have consumed the videos 

of radical clerics, communicated with other radicals and shared the same jihadists 

values on social media.  Olivier Roy argues that the main audience of such 

propaganda is often the Western societies, as Internet access and the English language 

is much more common in Western countries as compared to Middle East and North 

Africa.  In the globalized world where English has become common language, a cleric 

from Egypt can provide his Salafist ideology on Internet, feeding the Western youth 

struggling with identity issues, stresses Roy. Based on Roy`s arguments this thesis 

have included a quick comparison between MENA and Europe, on the issues such as 

English language proficiency and Internet access.  

Language has always been yet another hinder in the interactions between 

humans. In a globalized village we live in today, this has changed dramatically as 

English and Spanish have developed to become what Roy calls “globish”.  For many 

Western young radical Muslims a central inspiring cleric is the American Yemeni 

radical preacher Anwar al Awlaki.  As an American, Awlaki is fluent in English, so 

his video-sermons are available to all English speaking audience. The case of Awlaki 

is exactly what Olivier Roy describes as “globish speaking imams “ (Roy, 2010). 

How much does his English preaching videos address the Middle Eastern and North 

African populations, as compared to the West? The test on English proficiency in 

Middle East and North Africa shows a different image.  According to English 

proficiency Index created by EF EPI the English proficiency is showed as “very low”.  

The rapport comments that MENA region has the lowest English proficiency in the 

world (EF EPI 2015). This proficiency is even declining, despite the increased 

progress in access to primary education. According to rapport both women and men 

are laying behind the global average on English proficiency 
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The map shows Middle East and North Africa region. Source : EF EPI 
 
 
According to EF EPI the current English proficiency is not only low, but also slowly 

declining as shown in the graph below. In contrast with other regions, which have 

experienced increased improvement in English proficiency among its younger 

population, in MENA region the case have been opposite. From previous studies, we 

know that majority of foreign fighters; jihadists and violent radicals are young men in 

their 20-30s ( Hegghammer, Roy, Nesser).  
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The graph shows that there is a decline in English proficiency (orange), as compared 

to the rest of the world (grey). Source: EF EPI  

 

Furthermore, the study of Internet connection is vital when analyzing the issue of 

Internet radicalization and recruitment. The numbers from World Banks World 

Development Indicators shows that Internet access in Middle East and North Africa is 

32.7 per 100 people in contrast to EU where the access is 78.1 per 100 people (World 

Bank 2014).  Additionally, even if there is Internet access available to public, it is 

often limited as many websites are blocked. Naturally these are minor obstacles 

implemented by the governments that can be dealt with.  Nevertheless the case 

confirms that Internet access is indeed limited as compared to developed countries in 

the West.  When looking at the two most important aspects of ISIS propaganda; the 

use of English language and concentrated use of Internet, the analyses are suggesting 

that it`s narrative is heavily and consciously focused on Western audience rather than 

Middle East. As previously mentioned English language proficiency is low and 

Internet connection is low, thus such approach would not be very comprehensive. 

Naturally ISIS wants support from non-Western countries as well. In these cases there 

are other approaches used to reach out to potential supporters of ISIS in non 

developing countries. For instance in less developed countries such as Afghanistan 

and autonomous region of Pakistan, ISIS has started to use radiobroadcasting to 

address local villagers of the region. The local citizens are concerned, as they fear rise 

of ISIS supporters in the region and the governments are trying to stop the airing 

(RFERL 2015). 
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     CHAPTER 4  

 
The Propaganda channels of Salafi – jihadist movement 

 

This chapter aims to analyze the violent Salafi-jihadist channels related to ISIS 

recruitment of Western jihadists. In this section the goal is to show whether the 

approaches from Dabiq-magazine, social media activities of foreign fighters, the 

activity of disseminators and discourse of Yemeni American cleric Anwar al- Awlaki 

are using the already existing sociological issues in Western societies to attract 

individuals to radicalism.  The thesis has previously looked through French Sociology 

Study, and Social Network Theory to understand background of violent radicalization 

in Europe. The French sociological study is suitable to explain the roots of violent 

radicalization, because of its analyses of psychological and sociological conditions, 

which in turn enables the individual to open himself to other influential factors such 

as friendship, charismatic leadership, and framing. The analyses of narrative will be 

focused on abovementioned issues that are identified as root causes for radicalization 

in the “real” world.  Findings in this chapter will either confirm or debunk the 

correlation between the radicalization causes and the targeted propaganda by Salafi-

jihadist channels. The aim of the research is to further clarify the role of Internet in 

path to radicalization.  

 

Since its declaration, ISIS has been exploiting Internet and social media, as means to 

reach in short time to large audience through sophisticated and advanced use of highly 

organized social media campaigns. ISIS uses 6 major platforms to promote its 

ideology, the forums, publications, social media, merchandise, video and gaming 

(Cohen, 2015). Through these platforms they are majorly committed to Salafi-jihadist 

narrative, explained by humiliation of Muslims around the world:  

 

1) Humiliation of Muslims by the West  

2) Humiliating the West / anti- Western narrative 

3) Military Jihadi 

4) State service within ISIS controlled territory  

5) Hypocrisy of Muslims leaders in the Middle East  
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6) Demonstrate ability to administer territory through security, law and order 

7) Emphasize theological motivation  

 

In first chapter , the several causes for radicalization were reviewed on different 

levels. While some looked at the root causes, the other studies focused on the 

progression of radical ideas. The main roots of radicalization in the West, reviewed in 

the studies of violent radicalization focused on:  

 

• The individual alienation from the society (Identity crisis) : The alienated 

individual seeks belonging and acceptance to a group consisting of 

comradeship. The alienation may be due to individual’s multi-cultural 

background and identity crisis or simply because of a failed lifestyle, 

depression and criminal background.  The concept of “neo-Ummah” is 

strongly emphasized as the utopian community where individuals find peace 

and belonging.  

• The individual seeks rationalization for his failure in life: The anti Western 

narrative is well received in this case, as a rational explanation for individual’s 

failure, described as injustice and discrimination towards Muslims in the West 

and other parts of the world. The individual’s failure in the host country may 

be contributing to sympathy the grievances in the other parts of the Muslim 

world, drawing parallel lines among Muslims in the West and other parts.   

• Individual seeks immediate action:  the individual is impatient and is rather an 

activist who wishes to respond immediately upon the particular injustice. 

Many of the recruits have also criminal backgrounds, while some have even 

converted in to Islam through the prison-environment without any religious 

guidance, thus; guns, violence and adrenaline are preexisting attractions, and 

core factors to join the global jihad for such individuals.  

 

When reviewing the narrative of current 3 main channels speaking in favor of ISIS, 

the focus will be on how well those channels are addressing the typical issues of 

radicalization as recognized in the French Sociology Study. This thesis picked Anwar 

al Awlaki`s YouTube preaching, the Dabiq magazine and Social Media (Twitter) as 

the currently most significant channels for ISIS.  
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Anwar al Awlaki 
 

In a period prior the declaration of ISIS, Anwar al Awlaki was one of the most 

influential clerics in the Salafi jihadist environment. While Anwar al Awlaki did not 

live enough to become a supporter of Islamic State movement, he was a firm 

supporter of Al Qaida and he had his works published in the Inspire magazine, which 

have laid the foundation of ISIS we know today. Therefore, his work can be viewed 

as strong mobilizing ideology within the Salafi-jihadist movement. The famous 

American Yemeni cleric Anwar al Awlaki is currently regarded as the most important 

cleric of global jihad, even after his death in 2011. He is often described as Osama bin 

Laden of Internet (Lovaday, 2010). Almost every charged radical and terrorist in the 

West has at some point watched the preaching videos of Awlaki in English, and used 

his speeches as inspiration for the jihadi cause. While many of his followers have 

focused on attacks on the Western targets, many have also been inspired to leave “the 

land of infidels” in favor of Khilafa (Islamic State) and join the ISIS in its fight, as 

Awlaki had often encouraged to, in his own works. Due to his deep influence in the 

Salafi-jihadist movement, this thesis considers it necessary to analyze Awlaki`s call 

for jihad as part of the analyses of Internet propaganda. The analyses shows how 

Awlaki uses  “shared Muslim grieving” and “ humiliation of the Muslims in the 

West” to form an anti- Western dogma among his followers. 

 

Awlaki was for most of his followers an inspiring leader that cannot be ignored in 

study of current militant jihadists narrative. He was, what Petter Nesser would 

describe as charismatic leader driven by his ideology.  He did not have any combat 

experience, but he inspired his followers with his tongue.  He was a well-spoken, 

charismatic leader who could adapt his discourses to its audience. Moreover, he spoke 

perfect English and addressed the general issues Muslims in the West were 

experiencing, not as an Arab but as an American. He adopted the contemporary 

Western discourses such as human rights, or foreign policy, and drew parallel lines 

with the history of Islam to underline his statements.  Awlaki`s works are easy 

digestible materials in form of audio and video materials shared online. By portraying 

the threatened image of global Ummah , he encouraged to violent action for its 
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survival and protection. Its narrative is quite simplified as he points out to the 

diagnoses, prognoses and finally encourages to immediate collective action . He 

portrays jihad as a duty that may be realized everywhere without any prior religious 

legitimization or training.  In his speeches he tries to justify violent jihad through 

quotes from Hadith and Koran, while denouncing other interpretation of jihad as 

“false”.  His narrative focused on audience of Western Muslims, and the goal was to 

raise awareness on jihad, by framing a certain reality where the West was at war with 

Islam on various fronts such as religious, political, in media, through economic and 

cultural discrimination. He used “The Book of Jihad “ to justify his statements 

(Meleagrou-‐Hitchens,	  2011	  p.55).  He further translated the book  “Constants on the 

Path of Jihad” to the English language. In the English re-told version he created a 

rather simpler and rather Western version by giving it a Western context in his 

explanations of the book.  The book spread quickly through online communities 

including on the mainstream Islamic websites as well as extremist.  US Department of 

Homeland Security expressed their concern mentioning the book “Constants on the 

path of jihad” commands U.S. Muslims to conduct violent attacks in the Homeland 

and against U.S. targets abroad” (Perspectives on terrorism, 2014 vol.8 issue 4) 

Awlaki`s preaching consists of anti- Western narrative. The frame of reality he is 

creating for his audience, is that the West and Islam is at war with one another: “We 

are watching one Muslim nation fall one after another and we are watching, sitting 

back, doing nothing. When Palestine was taken we did nothing and then one nation 

after another is entering into problems, we have Kashmir, we have Chechnya, the 

Muslims in the Philippines and now we have Iraq and the Ummah is doing nothing” 

(Al Awlaki, Friday sermon 2003).  Here, and in many other arguments Awlaki 

ignores the fact that the Iraqi authority prior to the war was a secular dictatorship and 

had not any religious relation. Nevertheless after the fall of the country, the Iraqi 

paradigm is a holy one that works in favor of his arguments, just as many other 

examples he mentioned.  
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Criticism towards “ far enemy”  

 

Awlaki states that Muslims in the West are persecuted. He points out how the West is 

oppressing Muslims by not allowing jihad and public punishment according to Sharia 

the two main requirements of Salafi-jihadi ideology:  “ Firstly, the land of the 

disbelievers doesn’t let you practice your Islam completely. Do they allow you to do 

jihad? Do they allow you to implement the hudood [punishments in Shariah law] of 

Allah ? (Anwar al Awlaki, Mujahid Fe Sabeelillah).  The anti- Western narrative in 

his speeches was often paralleled with the other incidents from history of Islam, as to 

show that history is repeating itself.   

 

Awlaki criticized the anti-terror policy of UK, and US and called for loyalty among 

Muslims: “He has been our enemy since the time of Adam and he will carry on being 

our enemy until the Day of Judgment. Don’t think that you will please him and keep 

him quiet by feeding him one of your brothers.” (Al Awlaki, Fiday sermon 2003).  

 

Criticism towards “near enemy”  

 

In the beginning of his carrier many supported Awlaki due to his universal language 

and standard narratives consisting of common grievances, criticism towards the 

injustice by the West, yet against violence as a solution to the problem. When his 

ideology turned to Salafi jihadist, he lost many of his supporters. This decrease led to 

his focus on the moderate group of Muslims, and through his narratives it was clear to 

see that he feared the concept of Western Islam. As a result the criticism multiple 

times turned to those Muslims who would oppose Jihad or Hijrah, the core concepts 

of Salafi-jihadists. He viewed moderate Islam as Westernized Islam by coining it as 

“Rand Islam” referring to “American Rand Corporation” which focuses on 

empowering moderate Muslim networks (Meleagrou-Hitchens, 2011). Western 

influence on Islam was typical efforts by Crusaders to modify the true meaning of 

Islamic religion according to Awlaki.  

 

In his preaching Awlaki majorly addressed specifically Muslims living in the Western 

countries, he encourages the Muslims in the West to move to Khilafa :  “Western 
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Muslims are duty bound either to travel to Muslim majority countries in order to 

undertake jihad and re-establish Islam, or strike back at the enemies of Islam in their 

own countries: Some will argue, “I was born in the West; so where am I going?” 

Well if you are cognizant that the West is not your average land of the disbelievers 

and is actually fighting Islam in the media and battlefield front, then your obligation 

is to either fight them back with the sword or move to a Muslim country (if possible) 

and fight jihad “ ( Al. al Awlaki , 2005).  

In his audio speeches he criticizes those who believe that jihad is inner 

struggle and underlines that this understanding is a western twisted approach to jihad: 

“In addition, for the many Muslims and Islamic movements who do recognize that 

establishing the Khilafa [Caliphate] is a duty, many of these Muslims and Islamic 

movements, unfortunately take up the attitude of understanding Deen from a very 

western perspective”( A. al Awlaki 2005).  This criticism is typically directed towards 

the moderate Muslims not supportive of this particular Salafi-jihadi interpretation of 

Islam who are branded as Western friendly.  Awlaki goes as far as claiming that jihad 

is every Muslims duty, just like fasting and praying thus normalizing use of violence 

as a daily routine: “They [jihad and fasting] are both in Surah al-Baqarah. Fighting 

is prescribed upon you and fasting is prescribed upon you; so how come we are 

treating them differently”.  

He further attempts to de-legitimize the moderate group of Muslims, branding 

them as Western friendly people not willing to sacrifice their comfort:  “What are we 

doing in the West in the first place? The safest of Muslims would be the one living like 

a hermit by worshipping Allah far away from the evil...society or the one who is living 

off of his sword fighting fe sabeelillah [in the path of God] and living the life of Jihad. 

There is nothing else in between. Thus, those Muslims in the West who do not partake 

in violent jihad are those who Mohammed criticizes for ‘living on the peaks of 

mountains’ while those who are rightly-guided live ‘the life of jihad”(A. al Awlaki 

2005). As his Salafi jihadist ideology progressed, his support for Al Qaida grew 

stronger, although without literally mentioning the name of the terrorist organization 

he encouraged to join the this group: “He (God) told us what the qualities of this 

victorious group are. If we look at these characteristics it will be as clear as the sun 

at noon, you will know which jama’a fits these qualities” (A. al Awlaki , Constants 

Path to Jihad) .  
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Several terrorists acted upon Awlaki`s call for jihad. There are total of known 32 

individuals who were influenced enough by speeches of Awlaki to use violence on his 

calls (Meleagrou-Hitchens, 2005). Several of them had direct contact with Awlaki, 

while many were simply inspired by his video and audio preaching. Among the 32 

people there were also several converts. One of the most prominent cases is the case 

of Rashonara Choudhry, a self-radicalized lone wolf who wanted to prove her loyalty 

to Islam by killing its enemies in their territory as Awlaki stated. In this case the 

victim was Stephen Timm who had voted in favor for military intervention in Iraq. 

Her online research led her to Awlaki`s speeches, inspiring her to act on her own.   

 

There are numerous reasons for why the role of Anwar al Awlaki is a strong voice 

well received among young Western Muslims.  Awlaki started his carrier in his early 

years, thus he was a young man in a very conservative job position usually consisting 

of old imams with low English proficiency, which are also strongly influenced by 

culture and traditions of their home country.  Awlaki was a rare exception in his 

milieu; a proof that conservative doesn’t need to be traditional, as many would 

assume. He was young, he was American born and well articulated in his arguments. 

Since he grew up in the West, he knew how to sound “right” for his audience, familiar 

with grievances and issues of Muslims in the West, which he did not hesitate to use in 

order to underline his statements. His speeches are in audio - video form,  which 

makes it appealing in a society where reading has drastically declined (Weissmann, 

2014). The theological substance of his preaching is much more simplified and 

abbreviated, as compared to Al Qaida. For individuals with little theological 

knowledge, this is a perfect short cut. His method makes his message easy reachable 

to young and Western audience. What makes Awlaki a more credible cleric to the 

Western audience is how he uses western media to support his claims and western 

values (human rights) to boost his arguments.  Quinton Wiktoriwicz emphasizes that 

framing and frame alignment as central techniques to radicalize individuals. Awlaki is 

a master in framing, as he presents a frame where the West is at war with Islam 

throughout the history, and calls upon immediate action to fight back. A prognosis 

well received by young, impatient and ambitious followers. However, he doesn’t 

address the identity and belonging issues the youth are struggling with in the West; 
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which is one of the core issues Olivier Roy views as essential condition that trigger 

violent radicalization. Rather Awlaki`s narrative is focused on strong anti-Western 

approach, criticism towards the moderate Muslims and surprisingly bold theological 

justification / obligation for use of violence. Conclusively as analyzed above, it is 

clear that works of Anwar al Awlaki was addressing specifically the Western 

audience in an attempt to raise jihadist movements in Europe and USA.  Regardless of 

his death in 2011, his works are still flourishing on social media and inspiring 

thousands in the West. His ideology has created a foundation of recruits from the 

West, ready to join ISIS. Several of Awlaki`s works were published in the Inspire 

magazine linked to Al Qaida, which also set the standard for ISIS`s Dabiq magazine.  

 

 

 

DABIQ the magazine  

 
After the announcement of Islamic State in Syria and Iraq, next to its intense social 

media activity ISIS also started to publish its very own monthly issued online 

magazine, similar to previously published “Inspire” magazine by Al Qaida. Dabiq 

impressed the media analyzers with its modern & professional layout. This 

professional approach of ISIS have both scared and impressed the observers. It was an 

unexpected modern approach from otherwise a conservative Salafi jihadist 

movement. Many viewed this development as an effective yet dangerous 

radicalization and mobilization technique, while some were skeptical about the power 

of narrative alone. It`s general narrative is a typical Salafi jihadist approach, similar to 

Awlaki`s works, encouraging Muslims to join jihad and move to Khilafa controlled 

territory. This section will analyze the narrative used in the Dabiq, and show how the 

magazine is picking up issues related to “ shared grievances”, “ humiliation”, while 

promoting  “macho jihadist culture “ and “anti-Western” philosophy with a single 

goal to mobilization, radicalization and recruitment of Muslims and other groups of 

outsiders in the Western society. The goal of this section is to demonstrate that 

preexisting issues like identity crisis, humiliation and grievances (linked to 

radicalization causes) are dynamically used in the narrative of ISIS.  
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Dabiq, is the perfect example on how advanced ISIS have become in the sphere of 

globalization, technology and media communications: 

 

• The magazine is written in perfect English, and has already 12 issues; each 

starting from 30 to 90 pages.  

• Both its journalistic and graphic qualities of the magazine seem professionally 

conducted. The layout of the magazine is no worse than of Foreign Policy 

Magazine.  

• A brief news section from different regions, with special focus on jihadist 

related attacks are part of the magazine. A big effort was put to legitimize the 

Islamic State`s position as a real Khilafa, by showing that IS delivers the basic 

state services 6.  

• Various sections appeal to different kind of audience, religious, political, 

military and female. 

• Many charismatic Western jihadists are featured on high quality photographs, 

sometimes with portrait interviews and their inspirational journey to ISIS. The 

non-religious past of these jihadists are often mentioned, as a parallel to many 

non-religious second generation immigrants in the West, who later have found 

the right path to Salafism.  

• Most importantly the magazine perpetuate cherry picked sources from 

trustable and conventional media outlets we are used to see, material from 

news agencies such as Al-Jazeera, official White House statements and reports 

by human rights organizations such as Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, 

even academic statements which could legitimize ISIS`s legitimacy and it´s 

causes are frequently used in the articles in Dabiq. In 13th issue Dabiq was re-

publishing information from Time magazine, to justify ISIS`s role as a 

dangerous enemy that should be feared. It`s clear that the executives of Dabiq 

close up follow the Western media.  The apocalyptic article by former CIA 

deputy director was boosting and feeding ISIS self-consciousness, or simply 

doing Dabiq`s job in matter of propaganda.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  For instance articles on punishment the highway robbers (1st), prevention of drug trafficking or 

production of it`s own currency the golden dinars (12th).  
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• There were efforts to sell the magazine in print on Amazon, but when 

discovered, it was removed (BBC, 2015).  

 

In short, Dabiq magazine can be described as an international political magazine, with 

essence of religion braided in the context. There are religious explanations in the 

magazine, but they do not really try to convince the audience, rather than using them 

as simple justification for the actions that are and will be carried out in the name of 

Islam. The focus is rather on the issues such as politics, and globalization. 

 

Identity and belonging narrative 

 

The French Sociology study argues that the major reason for radicalization of 

individuals in the West is their confusion around their identity. The identity crisis 

enables these people to search for belonging in other milieus. Does the narrative in 

Dabiq tempt with an alternative identity to those who feel alienated from the society?   

 

ISIS`s narrative is strongly consisting of narrative focusing on discrimination, 

alienation, thus encouraging to mobilization of a single jihadi identity. The narrative 

is two-fold; one part focusing on the humiliation and alienation of individuals in the 

West, the second part is welcoming them to a community in radical Islamist milieu in 

Syria, a community where ethnicity, social class, background doesn’t matter. It`s a 

community where individuals are given a sacred mission and are connect by group 

loyalty (Wiktorowicz) . The narrative builds on actual discrimination issue in the 

West, while presenting a better, inclusive, ideologist alternative where individual can 

become somebody.  In ISIS`s groups, Western jihadists have gained a higher rank 

consisting of both 2nd, 3rd generation immigrants from Europe and Western converts. 

Roy explains that the ethnic identity of the radicalized individuals is non-existent, as 

they are struck between the culture of their parents and the culture of the host country, 

while belonging to none. According to Weinchrich`s Identity Structure theory the 

ethnic identity is a self-constructed identity.  The formation of individual’s identity 

occurs as a process of identification with the people around him, such as his family. 

However, this process can also lead to opposite reaction where individual tries to 
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dissociate from them; a so-called defensive contra-identification. In other words 

dissociate with its parents cultural background.  

 

“Strangeness is a condition that the Muslim living in the West cannot escape as long 

as he remains amongst the crusaders. He is a stranger amongst Christians and 

liberals” (Dabiq,	  12th,	  p.29) 

 
Photograph of young jihadists from various ethnic backgrounds. Inspired by 

American military comradeship in films such as Expendables. Source: Dabiq, 12th 

issue.  

 

Many of Western jihadists and converts have been given higher ranks within ISIS. It`s 

first time an Islamic terrorist movement is giving the converts higher leadership 

positions as compared to the Middle Eastern jihadists.  The reason behind creating a 

Western image might be to encourage Western citizens (both converts and Muslims) 

to come and join the Islamic State (Khilafa).  Through subjects as mentioned above, 

the structure of the magazine is focused on a Western audience, as it picks up debates 

and issues related to exactly Western societies, backed by Western sources. 

In every issue, and article, the Dabiq magazine denounces “nationalism”. The 

magazine views almost all movements, including the religious movements as 

nationalist groups;, Taliban, Hamas , PKK , and many others are all nationalist 

movements thus they should be condemned as un-Islamic. This type of narrative 

attracts individuals from all backgrounds, especially ethnically confused 2nd 
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generation immigrants and Westerners alienated in their own society.  Because these 

individuals have accepted a multi cultural Muslim community, they glorify their own 

de-culturation and this status makes them feel better Muslims than their parents, 

according to Olivier Roy. For individuals who suffer identity crisis or other kind of 

discrimination the society, violent radicalism can be an alternative, because it 

provides individuals with simple fixed value systems, dignity and a sacred cause to 

fight for (Dalgaard-Nielsen, 2010 p.800) .  

 

 “Alienation” and “Humiliation” narrative 

 

According to Wiktorowicz in the Social Network theory, the humiliation narrative is 

very often used in the process of frame alignment with the target. In order to justify 

use of violence, it is necessary to align together the different realities by addressing 

individual’s own concerns in the society, this frame alignment is clear in the narrative 

of ISIS. It’s both evident in the use of Social Media and the call by Dabiq.  It`s clear 

that humiliation and alienation narratives are reinforced by revealing the polarization 

of the world, the double standards and hypocrisy in the Western society. Should any 

Muslims still stay Western-friendly even after all the humiliations against Muslims, 

they were strongly condemned as the “ near enemy” that is far worse than the actual 

foe.  

 

One of the core frames of ISIS and its supporters is their polarized worldview. The 

narrative argues that the West intends to wipe out Islam, both in the Western society 

in form of discrimination / alienation and in Muslim territory through colonization.  

The very first issue illustrates this by a clear statement  “the world have divided in two 

camps”. George Bush´s speech is used approving of ISIS narrative  “Either you are 

with us, or you are against us “ in the 7th issue of Dabiq.  This quote strengthens the 

idea of polarization as certain, regarded from both sides. In order to portray the 

discrimination of Muslims in the West many recently relevant issues are brought up to 

discussion in the magazine.  The topics in Dabiq are often related to public debates in 

the Western societies. In the 7th edition of Dabiq “From hypocrisy to Apostasy “John 

Cantlie addresses British Prime Minister Cameron in the article. Cantlie states that 

Western democracy is based on a hypocrisy, which will only like Muslims who 
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conform the UKs own definition of a good Muslims, thus non-religious liberal 

Muslims. If the Muslims happen to be any different from what Westerners want it to 

be, they are persecuted (Dabiq, 7th p.77). In his writing Olivier Roy warned against 

such push in changing Muslim identity and reformation of Islam in Europe, and 

framing of liberal Muslims as “the best examples”.  Such attitude towards Muslims 

would send a complete wrong message concluding that the best Muslim is the least 

religious one. As a result, Muslims citizens of Europe loose their confidence in the 

state authority, and feel forced to choose between religion and secularism.   

As Change Institute had found in its research, many Muslims regardless of 

their ideology (liberal or extremist) shared same type of common grievances with 

other Muslims in other parts of the world. The radicals are also frequently referring to 

a common shared grievance of the Muslims in order to gain support. The humiliation 

of the Muslims around the world is the core claim that repeatedly can be seen in the 

ISIS narrative. Already the very first edition of Dabiq focuses on this issue: “The time 

has come for those generations that were drowning in oceans of disgrace, being 

nursed on the milk of humiliation, and being ruled by the vilest of all people “ (Dabiq 

1st p.9). 

 

Further in the 7th issue, Cantile points to another hypocrisy of the West regarding 

freedom of speech. A wave arrests took place after several individuals declared their 

public support of Charlie Hebdo attacks through social media. John Catile writes 

about the issue as it’s a double standard as he concludes: “So in other words, it’s okay 

to offend Islam by making fun of the Prophet Muhammad but it’s an offense to defend 

Islam by expressing support for mujāhidīn” (Dabiq, 7th p.76). Interestingly, this was a 

shared opinion by many in the aftermath of Charlie Hebdo tragedy (Goldstein, 2015). 

The reaction seen on social media was not towards the arrest itself, but towards a state 

that supported hate- speech coming only from Western speakers. Was freedom of 

speech given to all, but Muslims? Cantlie`s argument had found the pulse of Muslims 

with this statement.  The criticism by Cantlie was also forwarded to Western media, 

as no attention was given to Muslim casualty in post-Paris attack; several familiar 

examples were presented to confirm this image of Western media. After the 

November 13th attack in Paris, the French president Holland made a decision to take 

part in the airstrikes on ISIS controlled area of Syria. According to Syrian 
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Observatory for Human Rights the attacks hit the National Hospital, and resulted 

killings of 100 civilians (Carter Center 2015). Such cases often strengthened the 

already existing grievances of people, making it an easier process of radicalization.  

On the aftermath of the Paris attacks in 13th of November 2015, there were harsh 

reactions towards the Muslim population in Western countries.  In US within a week 

after the attacks, there were 27 reported hate related incidents according to CAIR.  

Republican candidate Donald Trump went as far as to suggest that Muslims should 

not be allowed in to US territory (Pilkington, 2015). Such statements also 

strengthened the position of ISIS, as many assumptions they were making about the 

Western leadership were coming into reality. In ISIS`s own words the West was 

persecuting Muslims.  

 

The 7th issue of Dabiq had earlier mentioned in February in the 12- page long section 

of “Extinction the Greyzone” ( Dabiq, 7th p.54). The article stressed that the so-called 

“Greyzone” Muslims were the real evil, as they were not an enemy neither a foe, a 

characteristic that made them even more dangerous than the enemy itself. In this 

section, the article is often referring to the Salafi philosophy, which is the foundation 

of current violent radicals, including ISIS. In other words, the article claimed that 

liberal and Western friendly Muslims were today on the brink of extinction, which 

was referred as a positive development. According to Dabiq, the attacks in Paris 

would, further provoke a crackdown on the few  “Greyzone” Muslims who still 

preferred to live in the West.  According to ISIS the Western crackdown will leave no 

choice but force all Muslims to join ISIS as the only way:   

 

“ The Muslims in the West will quickly find themselves between one of two choices, 

they either apostatize and adopt the kufrī religion propagated by Bush, Obama, Blair, 

Cameron, Sarkozy, and Hollande in the name of Islam so as to live amongst the kuffār 

without hardship, or they perform hijrah to the Islamic State and thereby escape 

persecution from the crusader governments and citizens “ (Dabiq, 7th p.62).  

Many of the narratives in Dabiq addresses the alienated individuals, as Olivier Roy 

was pointing out as the main causes of radicalization in the Western societies . The 

sentences invite the audience to a community, which will accept them regardless of 

their background united under the flag of Islamic State. The magazine underlines it`s 
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arguments by pointing out to current developments, and the double standards of a 

democratic society.  

“After almost twenty years of living under the persecution of the crusaders and the 

apostates, one could finally live an Islamic life with safety and security. (..)  And he 

was no longer a stranger inside his own community” (Dabiq, 12th) . 
 

The Paris attackers were hailed in the 13th issue of Dabiq, not with any article or text, 

instead with simple propaganda poster put together of all the terrorists who were part 

of the operation on the Paris attack. However in the same issue, almost all the pages 

were dedicated to attack Muslims that are considered “near enemy”. In the poster 

below, note that the majority of the attackers in the Paris attack were from Western 

countries. The nicknames indicate that out of 8 terrorists, 4 were from France (Al 

Fransi), 3 from Belgium (Al Beljiki) and only 2 from Iraq (Al Iraqi). Thus, the war 

was not coming frmo Syria to France, but rather the opposite.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

The “Anti- Western” narrative 
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Another important aspect of radicalized youth in Europe, according to Olivier Roy is 

their anti- Western ideology. In an age where anti-imperialism and all the leftist 

movements have faded, the Islamic radical movements such as ISIS provide an 

alternative to capitalist society and new type of struggle for immoral systems. In a 

way Roy compares the movement to ultra leftists movement of the 1970s (Roy, 

2007). We have previously seen an example of this from Petter Nesser`s studies, 

where he stressed that several of the converts who have joined as foreign fighters, did 

indeed have this type of leftist activists background. Therefore one may claim that 

anti- Western narrative have been a center for all violent radicals.  One of the core 

anti- Western clerics through last decades has been Osama bin Laden, Anwar al 

Awlaki and now Ahmad Musa Jibril. Interestingly all of them have lived in US at 

some point, while 2 of them are even American born. The anti- Western narrative of 

jihad have flourished thanks to these clerics, and have naturally attracted many like-

minded supporters to radical Islam.  

 

The criticism towards the West is often written by John Cantlie, a war photographer 

kidnapped by ISIS has received his own permanent column where he criticizes and 

expresses the hypocrisy of Western world. Currently he is the only author using his 

real name. In the magazine, his column addresses mostly the Western society issues, 

pointing on weaknesses of Western democracies. Many of the issues he addresses are 

the mainstream problems that are already topic of debate in Western society, such as 

racism and discrimination. The correlation with current hot topics of Western media 

makes it more relevant to its audience.   He is a British spokesperson denouncing his 

own democratic home country in favor for ISIS. This is a powerful message.  

Generally the magazine uses the West as image of evil. For instance the 

different Western values are criticized as immoral, while the discouraged value is 

described as Western. In the female section “ To Our Sisters” monogamy is strongly 

criticized as a Western perversion that should be abandoned, encouraging women to 

accept polygamous marriage (Dabiq, 12th p.19). While Dabiq magazine consists of 

some of the typical anti-Western narrative, it is yet less than what one would imagine, 

given the public attention to the terrorist organization have received. Surprisingly, as 

compared to the other radical Islamists within Al Qaida, the Dabiq magazine is 
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equally focused on criticizing the West as its Middle Eastern counterparts, especially 

the last issues.    

The development of anti-Western narrative in Dabiq is showed in the graph below:  

 

 
Source : Carter Center  

 

In general, the articles in the magazine express how the West has humiliated Muslims, 

but now the time to unite under the flag of Khilafa has come. The majority of Western 

related narrative focuses on how helpless the West is facing the rise of ISIS.  

 

As it is been shown in the graph above, the anti Western narrative is very little in the 

1st, 2nd and 10th issues of the magazine. The strongest Western related issue was the 4th 

issue, written as counter reaction to US decision to form a coalition against ISIS. This 

issue “ The failed crusade” tries to deter American involvement in the region, by 

referring to the previous failed American led interventions in Iraq. The article quotes 

famous American politicians who have strongly opposed this second intervention 

against ISIS. In the article Henry Kissinger was quoted claiming that Iran was greater 

threat to America than ISIS. The article ends it with threats towards the Western 

authorities and civilians, while encouraging all Muslims to kill the “crusaders”:  

 

“O Americans, and O Europeans, the Islamic State did not initiate a war against you, 

as your governments and media try to make you believe. It is you, who started the 

transgression against us, and thus you deserve blame and you will pay a great price. 
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You will pay the price when your economies collapse, when your sons are sent to 

wage war against us, and they return to you as disabled amputees, or inside coffins, 

or mentally ill. Rather you will pay the price as you walk on your streets, turning 

right and left, fear the Muslims. You will not feel secure even in your bedrooms. You 

will pay the price when this crusade of yours collapses, and thereafter we will strike 

you in your homeland, and you will never be able to harm anyone afterwards. You 

will pay the price, and we have prepared for you what will pain you. (4th issue, page 

8)  

 

When John Cantlie`s permanent columns started to appear in the magazine, the 

criticism more often started to pointed at Western countries. Conclusively, the issues 

of Dabiq focus equally if not more on the Middle Eastern actors for instance, the 

different rebel groups within the region, Saudi Arabia and Iran. Almost every issue is 

given a column to criticize the PKK, the Kurds and other groups that threaten the 

authority of ISIS.  The 4th issue talks specifically about Iranian and Russian alliance, 

and the dangers of such alliance.   

 

 

“Near Enemy “ narrative  

 

As seen on the graph above, its clear that Dabiq focuses strongly “on the near enemy” 

narrative. For ISIS, the current major enemy is what is fighting it on the ground in the 

region. These are movements such as Free Syrian Army, Kurdish and Turkmen 

militias , that are considered as the real threat towards the existence of ISIS. Further 

more, the article on the “Extinction of the grey-zone” is self-evident; moderate 

Muslims are no friend for the violent ISIS jihadists.  

 

There are many articles on the “near enemy” in every issue. A explicit one was saved 

for the authorities in the  Saudi Kingdom with title “ Kill the imams of Kufr” . The 

article explains how the house of Saud has betrayed Muslims and thus should be 

killed as punishment.  A second article in the same issue (13th) was dedicated to 

demonstrate so called “Safawid Muslims” , in reality criticizing Iran and Khomeini.  

Further the same issue have a list of terrorist attacks carried out by ISIS itself. The list 
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was proudly presented and contained information on attacks in Egypt, Syria, 

Chechenya, Nigeria, Bangladesh, PKK targets, Indonesia, Afghanistan. The list did 

not include any Western state.  Further criticism was directed to much kind of “ 

perverted versions “ of Islam, which in the argument were led by a Jew, continuing 

the focus towards the Taliban under title “ Jihad Claimant Perversion”. Yet, the 

condemnation was not on the West, nor on Israel, but solely on Muslim world from 

bottom to the top.  

 

Macho & Hollywood factor 

 

The Dabiq magazine strongly focuses on the “Hollywood factor “ of jihadist 

movement. It`s full of HD photographs of young, strong, multi-national jihadists and 

big guns .The magazine is strongly commercializing macho culture, guns and sacred 

cause to justify the violence. To a generation growing up with action movies of 

Hollywood, violence and revenge can often be justified through a just cause.  This is 

reflected both trough photos in the magazine from the outfit of soldier to the typical 

“gun-holding”, stories of jihadists, and other type of association to other gangster 

cultures.  These attributes of the narrative are specifically targeted towards the 

younger generation.  

 

 
This ironic illustration sums up the cool factor of violence in films used for a sacred 

cause.  Source: Unknown   
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Theological Depth 

 
The French Sociology Study argues that the theological aspect of the violent 

radicalization is not essential through the process, pointing out to many radicalized 

individuals with no Islamic ties prior to their radicalization. As mentioned earlier, 

many of the radicalized such as the Paris attackers, have lived very modern lifestyle 

prior to their radicalization that happened in few months. Moreover, prison cells are 

also used as breading point to radicalization without any religious guidance, 

according to Khoskavar. Nevertheless its important to this case, to analyze how much 

effort was put in the theological depth of the Dabiq magazine.  

 

The theological depth of the magazine is somehow limited in the Dabiq magazine, as 

the priority was given to political articles, personal interviews and legitimization of 

the Islamic State. The theological parts of the magazine are quite small and they are 

often accompanied by large photographs and less text. The female section “ To Our 

Sisters” is more focused on theological explanations regarding the role of a woman in 

Islam. The theological parts focus less on the Koran and more on the Hadith (claims 

of what Muhammad have said), but are often regarded as inconsistent and 

contradictory by many religious scholars (Hallaq, 1999).  For instance, theological 

parts are used to justify certain actions of ISIS, those like enslavement of Yazidi 

minority. The hadiths are also used to claim unquestionable loyalty towards the 

leadership (Imam). In the first issue the article approaches the idea of leadership of 

Imam cautiously. However the role of Imam is not unquestionable or central in Sunni 

Islam, as compared to Shiite direction. Still, in order to create a united Khilafa, a 

complete submission to even controversial actions is necessary. 

 

The Yezidi enslavement was one of the issues that led to outrage among common 

Muslims Which is why the magazine saw it necessary to write 4 full pages on 

justification of the enslavement in the 4th issue. The justification was not based on any 

theological clarification but rather dogmatic claim:  “One should remember that 

enslaving the families of the kuffār and taking their women as concubines is a firmly 

established aspect of the Sharī’ah that if one were to deny or mock, he would be 

denying or mocking the verses of the Qur’ān”. (Dabiq, 4th p.19) 
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Dabiq is not a theological book that would provide religious knowledge to Muslims or 

converts. Rather the theological parts are mentioned in context of justification of 

actions of ISIS, rather than a scriptural guidance to an Islamic lifestyle in general. 

 

The analyses of Dabiq have shown that the narrative is addressing the individuals 

going through identity crisis, mainly focusing on issues about, alienation and 

humiliation of Muslims in the West. Through these issues, the frame is shaped such as 

Islamic world and the West is at war with each other. Moreover, diagnosis to the 

problem is identified as moving to IS controlled region, and fight violent jihad 

towards the enemies of ISIS. However, further analyses reveal that ISIS has actually 

put more effort on actively condemning actors that would be categorized as the “near 

enemy”, than it has criticized the West. The criticism towards the West increased only 

as a counter reaction to US decision to conduct airstrikes in the region. Prior to this, 

the Western principles were negatively associated, yet there was no direct threat 

towards the Western actors. In short, the issue of alienation and humiliation in the 

West was used to attract and mobilize Muslims in the West, while the current enemies 

on the ground were other actors considered as the “near enemy” in other words other 

Muslim actors and states.  

 

Moreover, the analyses have shown that much effort was put to glorify the jihadist 

lifestyle, through different associations with macho and gangster culture. Especially 

high quality photographs, appearance of jihadist, and carefully picked outfits were 

professionally used to boost the image of the modern jihadist. While jihad and 

martyrdom were glorified in Dabiq, the actual theological depth was rather weak. One 

wouldn’t simply read Dabiq to acquire religious knowledge, but conversely would 

boost its preexisting ideas on use of violence and jihad through some religious 

quotations often picked from Hadith rather than Koran.  
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Social media & Violence 
 

Social media can be viewed as the main channel between the ISIS and its followers 

worldwide.  Social media sphere is rather chaotic and therefore it may be difficult to 

realize a fulfilled analysis of the issue.  

 
The activity of ISIS on social media exists on 4 different levels (Nissen, 2014). Part of 

the activity is coming from the official accounts; this is where the majority of videos, 

including beheading videos are shared. The second group is the users from the local 

area, reporting from the region where the ISIS holds foot.  Third, the foreign fighters 

from the battlefield are also actively involved in social media, however their updates 

are rather emotional and reflecting their subjective experiences. The last group is 

disseminators; usually they tend to be outside of the conflict zone, working as 

cheerleaders for the jihadists on the ground. Their role is also effective measurement, 

intensely contributing to widen the audience by re-tweeting the messages to their 

followers. All groups use a quite centralized narrative as their core structure, also 

through social media. The purposes of ISIS´s social activity is to reinforce its 

narrative linked to its actions on the ground. The case is, most of the time ISIS lives 

up to its promises. There are various social media outlets as Facebook, Twitter and 

YouTube that are used to provide the ISIS narrative to sympathizers worldwide. The 

use areas differ, as it is used both as practical communication tool among jihadists, at 

the same time also providing newsfeed and propaganda/ recruitment tool to followers. 

Twitter stood out as most popular tool used by ISIS, because it`s easier to reach wide 

audience with popular hashtags.  The most social media studies related to ISIS are 

focused around its Twitter activity. How many Twitter users there are, is difficult to 

say as many ISIS related tweets and users are being constantly suspended and do have 

back up accounts. According to the analyses done by J.M Berger & J.Morgan (2014), 

there is a small group of hyperactive Twitter users numbering between 500- 2000 that 

can be credited for it`s success on Twitter (Berger & Morgan, 2014).  Only 79 of 

them were seen as official accounts of ISIS. The constant suspensions of ISIS 

supporters on Twitter did lead to threats towards Twitter employees in order to stop 

the suspensions (Hern, 2015).   There are also majority of supporters that have 
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officially announced their alliance to ISIS through social media. When looking on the 

different Twitter accounts the usual topics are updates of victories of jihadists, the 

condemnation of the Western countries and its principles, screen-shots of suspensions 

on Twitter, propaganda videos and propaganda images of ISIS.  The images of dead 

children in Syria and articles of racist incidents in Europe are were also widely re-

tweeted by many pro ISIS users as a way to create an uprising towards the West 7.  

 

Another aspect of social media is that it can be the voice of individual foreign 

fighter`s activities in the conflict zones. Especially the Western foreign fighters are 

active users of social media. They are believed to provide a more “ subjective” picture 

of the Syrian war as independent individuals, however it’s unknown whether their 

activities are self-regulating or monitored by the leadership. The general narrative that 

is shared by foreign fighters is encouraging others to move to the Khilafa. Showing 

off their possessions and weapons is also a part of the typical ISIS foreign fighter. The 

foreign fighters reject to use their own real names when in public. Typically 

nicknames are used instead, including a last name related to their host country, as for 

example “al Swedi” etc8.  It is unknown how strong impact the foreign fighter appeal 

through social media does have on the followers. However, it is clear that foreign 

fighters try to use all methods including the cool factors to impress their audience, 

rather than informing them. According to a small survey consisting of 30 people made 

by myself, for the majority of the participants, besides the conventional news 

agencies, social media was second trustable source regarding their field of interest, 

due to its more subjective nature where real people can speak their truth 9.  

 

Twitter has been used in several occasions, as for instance when deciding the 

Jordanian pilot al Kasasbeh`s death, hashtags were used to decide his fate. The 

hashtag #SuggestAWayToKillTheJordanianPilotPig and 

#WeAllWantToSlaughterMoaz were shared 16,000 times by Twitter users (Carter 

Center, 2015). Many Twitter users were engaged in countering the ISIS`s terror, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7	  https://twitter.com/doammuslims/status/679724496245374978	  	  
8 https://twitter.com/killkuffar ( The account was suspend 1 day after it was back)  
9 It was an unexpected result, as majority of people also answered that “no people can be regarded as 
trustworthy on Internet”. A interpretation of such result can be that participants rationally accept the 
fact that Internet is not trustable, however when comparing their own experience the participants find 
themselves trusting virtual world nevertheless due to different reasons.   
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including the king and queen of Jordan with counter hashtag #JordanianPilot and 

#WeAreAllMoaz.  The beheaded American hostage Kassig`s parents did also do 

something similar, prior to his execution, by trying to approach ISIS leaders and 

asking for mercy for their son through Facebook and other social media outlets 10. 

After his execution, the same account has been used in his memory.  Conclusively to 

counter response through the social media, have definitely legitimized the terrorist 

group ISIS as an important actor. As there are lack of control regarding the activity of 

disseminators and sympathizers, there may be a rather wide ISIS narrative on social 

media. There are many and various actors involved, and the difference between 

foreign fighters and its disseminators are often unclear. Moreover many of the users 

go between the general ideology of radical Islamists and ISIS-specific supporters, 

making it impossible to distinguish them from each other. 

 

Identity and alienation narrative on Social Media  

 
While the alienation and identity crisis is not a subject the social media narrative 

focuses on, there is rather an effort to increase sympathy and fear through social 

media. On one side, ISIS tries to legitimize a sanctuary by showing positive sides of 

the Islamic state. As there is not much to show off in war torn Syria in terms of 

infrastructure, public service etc. there has been a trend on focusing on the cat-loving 

jihadists of ISIS. The Twitter account “Islamic State of Cat “ tried to show the soft 

side of the jihadists through their love for cats, thus humanizing jihadists as loveable 

people.  Originally started by Mahmoud Khatib for Free Syrian Army (FSA Kittens), 

the idea was quickly picked up by ISIS as a propaganda tool (Rickett,	  2014). The 

efforts to humanize the ISIS fighters can be an effective tool that may individual to 

feel empathy towards the jihadists, but also to see them as role models. 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10	  https://www.facebook.com/MercyforAbdulRahman	  	  
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Note the American  “meme” style accompanying the images.  

Source: Google  

 

 

 

Hollywood factor and Macho culture 

 

The cool factor is also a constantly used in the social media activity of ISIS. The 

association with different popular games or Hollywood movies is a common 

propaganda tool that has been used multiple times by ISIS. For young gamers, it’s 

naturally compelling to see their special interests in context with real life situations. In 

2014, there has been published trailer video of ISIS mimicking the widely popular 

game Grand Theft Auto 5. A year later Czech – made game ARMO III was high-

jacked and modified to play an ISIS soldier killing PKK, Peshmerga, Syrian Army 

and the Westerners (Hall, 2015). This type of narrative underlines that both those 

sending out message and the target audience is young individuals with updated 

knowledge on popular issues and cool factors of the time. The style of the narrative 

may confirm the claim of Olivier Roy, that violent radicalism is indeed a youth 

movement targeting youths.  Although the computer games or cute kittens are not 
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enough to radicalize an individual, it is closing the gap with the target audience by 

approaching the individual through their hobbies rather then their ideologies.  

 

 
Source: Google 
 
 
“Far” and “near” enemy 

 

In the social media sphere, there is no clear “narrative “ that is building up towards a 

belief. Instead there is a demonstration of power and violence towards the enemy. 

ISIS is documenting gruesome actions towards their enemies, to create fear and 

obedience in the region and outside the territory. The videos of beheadings of 

hostages created mayhem and took over Internet. The documented killings of the 

Western hostages where published as a reaction to Western intervention in the region. 

ISIS`s social media activity has experienced the same wave of change as the official 

magazine Dabiq. The majority of the tweets and videos focused mostly on the “near 

enemy” such as, Syrian army, Middle Eastern leaderships, and PKK; thus enemies on 

the ground.   However this changed when US decided to fight ISIS with airstrikes 

both in Iraq and then in Syria in 2014.   ISIS demanded halt of US led airstrikes on its 

territory. On 2nd of September a video was released showing execution of Sotloff as a 

counter-reaction to airstrikes (BBC, 2013).  Nevertheless the general attitude towards 

the West has always been loaded with negative association and Westerners are often 
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mentioned as Crusaders/ Kuffar. While killing of hostages led to more aggressive 

approach by American side, ISIS continued to execute more Western hostages. The 

video of beheading British aid worker David Haines came out only days later than of 

Sotloff`s execution (CNN,2013). Thus, the social media activity increased often 

during the release of beheading videos.  

 

Violence and beheading videos shared on Internet  

 

The ruthless beheadings videos shared through social media through YouTube, 

justpaste.it, Twitter and Facebook created shock waves among viewers. How does 

horrific videos of mass killings serve in favor for ISIS agenda at all, one may ask?  

 

By sending an unforgettable message through brutal violent videos, ISIS is carrying 

out - as Gabriel Weimann puts it a “psychological warfare”, which will prove their 

effectiveness to their audience.  The darker the violence means less challengers and 

enemies to prevent their actions. Moreover, these uncensored brutality attracts the 

exact right people to their narrative; type of individuals who enjoy watching violence. 

The video-quality is higher as compared to previous videos of Al Qaida.  In fact this 

is also an effective marketing strategy used by conventional companies. Many brands 

make success by engaging themselves within social conversation whether in fun or 
shocking way according to creative director in marketing company Dark Horse 

Schroder, 2015). 

 

The videos shared by ISIS are often of beheadings of the captives, whether it may be 

the Syrian soldiers, Peshmerga or Westerners.  There were several Westerners James 

Foley, Steven Sotloff, David Haines, Alan Henning, Peter Kassig and two 

unidentified Syrian soldiers who were beheaded by infamous “Jihadi John” the 

masked British militant who is now believed dead by airstrikes (Dearden, 2015). The 

Western authorities have analyzed many of the published videos regarding their 

authenticity and have concluded that many of them may have been edited several 

times.  
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US based TRAC and UK based Quillam Foundation implemented a detailed analyses 

on one of such documentary style propaganda videos published by ISIS, which 

included the execution of American aid worker Peter Kassig (Quillam	  Foundation	  ,	  

TRAC,	  2015). The analyses concluded that making of the 15-minute video shooting 

of  “ Although the Disbelievers dislike it” is undeniably a thought out production 

made by perfectionists in their job. It was a clear an attempt to demonstrate ISIS` 

political authority, theological and military expertise to their enemies and friends 

through a detailed propaganda video.   In this attempt every detail is picked with 

caution to complete and support the claimed image.  

 

The analyses found out that every single scene in the video took between 4-6 hours to 

make, thus concluding that there is a enormous financial and human resources behind 

this production. The best and professional cameras were used for the shooting of 

video.  The video did also reveal that the makers had advanced post production 

knowledge to edit the videos, using Avid system which requires high degree 

professional expertise in order to use. Thus the al Furqan production with its 

expensive machinery and human expertise could not possibly be in Iraq and Syria, a 

conflict zone that can be target for airstrikes anytime. Also, it is widely known that 

the Internet connection is slow in the warzones of Syria and Iraq. It would be 

impossible to upload high definitions videos and large files to the experts through 

Internet that goes on and off quite often. What is more likely is that the 

postproduction studios are in regional reachable proximity, where the raw material is 

delivered manually to the studio.  Nevertheless some irregularities were discovered in 

the video, when carefully analyzed. For instance the execution of Peter Kassig 

seemed like something that was added later on the video file. It failed to integrate 

with the rest of this film and also previous executions. It was inconsistent both on its 

narrative and quality of production.  Prior to execution Jihadi John made a sudden 

turned anti Western narrative by using "you" and "your," challenging the United 

States.  As compared to other hostages who stated pre-written demands of ISIS before 

their execution, there was no initial statement by Kassig prior to his death. There is an 

assumption that Kassig was declaring his faith in Allah, as he was already a convert 

before he came to Syria as aid-worker. It would be a certain publicity scandal for the 

ISIS fighters, if the jihadists were shown beheading someone while the hostage is 
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declaring the shahadah (Faith in Allah).  In this matter ISIS had already lost support 

from other jihadist groups due to their killings of many Muslims, and this part of the 

scene would increase the publicity damage.  Another observation pointed out is that 

the execution may not have gone as planned, because body of Kassig was not seen in 

the filming. Moreover the image was a still picture, not a video.  Different surgeons 

confirmed this; by their statements pointing out the execution did not happen by 

beheading, but with a gunshot above the brow (Quillam	  Foundation	  &	  TRAC,	  2015	  

p.28). 

 

Every beheading video shared by ISIS becomes a hot topic of the day. As a result 

ISIS makes it voice heard to wide audience, thanks to the attention it`s given through 

conventional media and social media.  Media attention gives them the voice channel 

terrorists have never had before. What is more is that media attention actually brings 

their message even to people that maybe have usually been out of their reach. The 

topic of ISIS has become unavoidable. As a result ISIS gets exactly what it wanted, 

especially in the West:  

 

1) Attention: Conventional media and social media easily pick up shocking 

content such as raw violence. This gives them publicity and access to wide 

audience.  

2) Panic: The violence creates fear and panic among Western citizens, which is 

the main goal in a terrorist action. This panic leads to polarization of the 

society and feeds Islamophobia in the West. The increasing discrimination 

further re-affirms to Muslim victims of the ISIS narrative: humiliation of 

Ummah.  

3) Demonstration of power: The violence works as psychological warfare. ISIS 

demonstrates its power through projecting the violence publicly. The violence 

makes them appear bigger and stronger than they might be in reality.  

4) Promotes macho culture: The Hollywood style narrative attracts potential 

recruits attracted macho culture, power, guns and violence.  

 

In short, it’s clear that the graphic beheadings and blood is indeed a carefully thought 

and costly project that ISIS have consciously invested in, because they believe it is 
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effective tool that works as sign of their legitimacy and their power. As we have seen, 

the violence works as both frightening factor, but also as powerful message to the 

enemies as well as to its supporters of ISIS. It shows a humiliated and alienated 

Muslim, who no longer needs to be an underdog in a world where only the fittest 

survive. 

 

Summary 

 

In sum of the analyses, we can see that the many of the topics in the Salafi- jihadist 

narrative is indeed addressing already existing sociological issues identified by 

French Sociological Studies and Social Network Theory that leads to radicalization. It 

should be assumed that if the issues identified by Olivier Roy regarding to identity, 

belonging, humiliation, anti-Western ideology, and macho/cool factors lead to 

radicalization, such narratives should also be also effective if used as propaganda 

tools.  Thus the analyses support the hypothesis, that the Salafi- jihadist narrative 

must be effective tool used for radicalization.  

However, there is not complete correlation between the various Salafi jihadist 

propaganda channels. The differences emerge when it comes to identifying the main 

“enemy”. Awlaki in accordance with typical Salafi-jihadist ideology often focus on 

criticism towards the near enemy (Western friendly Muslims as core of the problem), 

yet continuing using the West as symbol for the evil that Muslims need to mobilize 

against. However, the research shows that in the narrative of Dabiq, the criticism 

towards the West is very little, in some issues non-existing.  This difference is also 

evident in the previous empirical research made by Voice of Blogs, where only 

minority of ISIS supporters considers ISIS as the enemy of the West. Further we 

continue to see the effort in the ISIS magazine, as its combatants continue to 

experience local (Muslim) resistance in the war-zones of Iraq and Syria. In Dabiq, the 

anti- Western narrative entered only after the American decision to execute airstrikes 

against ISIS targets in Syria. It`s seems that while anti- Western resistance is used as 

mobilization arguments among, the current real fight is between the Salafi-jihadist 

and moderate Muslims to win the title on representation of Ummah. The studies show 

that 99% of the attacks by Al Qaida and its affilites during 2013 were against the 
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“near enemy”(Jones, 2014). This is clearly also reflected in the narrative used by 

Salafi-jihadists movements.  

 
 
 
 Identity 

& 
Belonging 

Humiliation Far 
Enemy  

Near 
Enemy 

Macho & 
Hollywood 
factors 

Theological 
depth  

A. al 
Awlaki 

X X X X  X 

Dabiq X X  X X  

Social 
Media 

  X  X  

A comparison of narratives used in various Salafi-jihadist propaganda channels.  
Importance of social networks and physical presence  

 

    Virtual vs. physical presence  

 
In the previous chapter the online narrative of several Salafi- jihadist propaganda 

channels were analyzed carefully. The analyses showed that the narrative was 

addressing specifically picked issues that are often identified in current Western 

societies. Yet academics argue that the role of Internet alone in the process of 

radicalization is overrated, pointing out the need of face-to-face interaction and 

physical contact as a necessary factor in order to be radicalize and recruited in a 

virtual world.  After all, the empirical researches that have been done in this matter do 

not support the claim of self- radicalization. The studies only emphasized the effective 

acceleration of radicalization process (Behr,	  Reding,	  Edwards	  &	  Gribbon,	  2013).  

Quintan Wiktorowicz explains through rational choice and loyalty theory, that social 

networks are crucial for individuals to be willing to take part in exceptionally risky 

behaviors such as engaging in violence or other type of crimes.  In order to 

cost/benefits should tip in favor of such risky activities, a long process of socialization 

is necessary if individual should lose self-interest in exchange for loyalty of a group. 

(Wiktorowicz, 2004). Marc Sageman agrees with this analysis as he points out that 

there is yet little evidence that proves the role of Internets role alone (Sageman, 2014, 

p.163). Sageman rather focuses on communicational function of Internet, and 

concludes that “Blaming the Internet for radicalization is really like blaming any form 
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of communication for radicalization “ (Ignatius, 2015).  Additionally, Peter Neumann 

focuses on the role group pressure, kinship and friendship as main cause for 

radicalization. This is why many radical extremists often come from same region & 

cities as they radicalize as a group together.  Internet does indeed accelerate 

radicalization and recruitment process, acknowledges Neumann, but it cannot alone 

be blamed for radicalization of individuals.  Neumann admits the benefits of Internet, 

as it has enabled unlimited access to wide range of knowledge, made easier to find 

like minded people around the world through wider network, and given the anonymity 

provided by Internet, it has become easier to engage in “risky and embarrassing” 

behavior (Stevens	  &	  Neumann,	  2009). The extremist ideologies are spread in a less 

costly way to a wide range of audience, which keep the like-minded people connected 

as a network. This social environment makes otherwise unacceptable views and 

behavior normalized and acceptable, thus egging the beliefs.  

 

We can see that academics argue that although Internet can work as informational 

tool, its not sufficient for radicalization. A radicalization process needs social 
interaction and social network, which Internet cannot provide according to the 

researchers. However, there have not been made any study regarding this matter. We 

have no empirical evidence on the impact of social network in the virtual world. This 

is bare assumption, based on researchers current logic of human socialization.  
 

This thesis argues that the current understanding of the relations and social network in 

the virtual world is outdated and should be re-evaluated. Current academics do not 

consider virtual network as “real” network. Given many examples from our real-life 

situations we know this is not true. Therefore it is required further research regarding 

our understanding of virtual social network. We are now living in a world where 

social acquaintances for the millennial generation are often happening through social 

network, than real life networks. This is an era where people are bold enough invite 

complete strangers to their bedroom (Tinder), and where socialization is equally 

happening in virtual world (Facebook) rather than physical presence. Teenagers do 

not hang out in the neighborhoods and streets anymore, social media is the new 

neighborhood. Yet, academic researches have somehow missed the modern lifestyle 

of millennials.  
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Policy Recommendations 	  

 

Overall, the studies showed that individuals frequently use Internet as informational, 

inspirational and communication tool in the path to radicalization. Salafi-jihadist 

movements have become very active in the online propaganda. The narrative is 

focusing on issues related to non-belonging & grieving through sociological, 

theological and other trendy argumentations. Based on these grounds narrative is 

justifying violent actions towards the “far” and “near enemy”.  Several indications 

suggest the narrative is Western-specific propaganda, which is encouraging the 

Western youth to rebel against their host countries (the West) but also against their 

own background (the Muslim world). The increasing numbers of Western foreign 

fighters in Middle East and North Africa is an obvious consequence of being exposed 

to such narrative. Therefore online propaganda should be viewed as a threat to 

security, compared to a book that teaches violence and a friend that encourages to kill. 

Therefore it`s activity should be prevented by authorities through actions.  

 

Short-term solutions:  

 

• Take down of Salafi-jihadist websites who openly encourage to violence. This 

will not be a permanent preventive solution, as the activity will quickly move 

to social media. But the takedowns will give a sense of illegality (Slootman & 

Tillie) and deter some of the participants.  

 

Long-term solutions:  
 

• A police officer presence in cyber space doesn’t only deter the extremist 

activity, but can also identify the vulnerable youth that are victim for the 

propaganda. A further productive conversation with the individual may even 

prevent individuals from radicalizing. This is already implemented in Finland 
11. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11	  “The Finnish Internet Police began in a relatively ad hoc manner in 2008. They monitor and 
respond to violent extremism in cyberspace, with full disclosure that police are monitoring this 
kind of behaviour. The Finnish Internet Police maintain publicly-known profiles on 
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• Based on previous studies, we know that cheerleaders and disseminators 

provide part of the Salafi – jihadist propaganda. These individuals strongly 

value their anonymity in cyber-space. An effort by security officials to 

identify and reveal the identity of disseminators and cheerleaders will prevent 

the future activities working in favor for ISIS propaganda.  

 

         Conclusion  
 

This thesis aimed to evaluate whether the advanced propaganda on Internet 

effectively promotes (in term of radicalization and recruitment) the Salafi-jihadist 

ideology in the West. During the research on the subject, this type of study proved to 

be rather difficult to accomplish, as there were no clear scientific methods to measure 

the efficiency of Internet propaganda and use of social media in path to extremism. 

Lack of empirical evidence has led the majority of academics to conclude that 

although Internet is a great source for information and inspiration of Salafi-jihadist 

material, it is not sufficient to radicalize a person. The importance of human contact 

and social communication has been showed as the main condition for complete 

persuasion to endangering causes. The essential materials that provide a clear picture 

on the case are currently classified, in the hands of security officials.  Therefore, due 

to these scientific obstacles the author had to change the research methodology, by 

trying to look at the case from alternative perspective. The result reinforces the 

preexisting understanding on the power of Salafi-jihadist narrative on Internet.  

 

The main methodology used in this thesis has been to follow up the root causes of 

radicalization and recruitment as identified in the academic theories of radicalization.  

The 4 chapters of thesis presented important aspects of the case of Internet 

radicalization. The first chapter builds a foundation based on academic theories on 

causes of radicalization.  Once the core radicalization causes were identified through 

French Sociology Study and Social Network theory in Chapter 1, the propaganda in 

the online Salafi-jihadist channel became significantly more obvious as the certain 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
social media sites, via which people can communicate with the police as they monitor 
behaviour on the social media sites “ (www.counterextremism.org)  
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subjects were stronger emphasized than others. The	  core	  causes	  leading	  to	  

radicalization	  were	  identified	  as	  state	  of	  identity	  crisis,	  humiliation,	  shared	  

grievances	  with	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  Muslim	  world, which	  further	  lead	  to	  anti-‐

imperialistic	  view	  boosted	  by	  cool	  factors	  and	  Hollywood-‐style	  warrior	  culture. 
The second chapter presented numerous possible uses of Internet by Islamic 

extremists and terrorists. This case was backed up with both qualitative and 

quantitative empirical studies provided by academic researchers within the field. The 

result indicated that extremist propaganda on Internet was indeed used for 

informational and inspirational purposes; at the same time it was a meeting point for 

actual foreign fighters, religious clerics, disseminators and potential recruits.  

Moreover, the studies showed among top Arabic speaking online supporters of ISIS 

originated in developed countries such as Qatar, but also in Belgium and UK were 

among top 3 countries. If two Western countries dominate the Arabic speaking social 

media sympathetic to ISIS, how would the graph be if the study included English 

speaking social media? Yet the conclusively empirical studies determined that the 

propaganda could not be primary cause in radicalization process, because only social 

networks, loyalty and two-ways communications can convince an individual to an 

ideology, thus engage him to dangerous activities. The studies proved that Internet 

was used as echo of chamber in mobilization of likeminded individuals and created 

further opportunities for radicalization. Yet according to the studies it could replace 

the necessity for social contact. The studies showed self-radicalization was rare case. 

The studies view self-radicalization as few unique cases that cannot represent 

majority. Here, the importance of physical presence is strongly emphasized by most 

academics as core necessity in order to become a social group of people that can 

encourage and inspire each other. In this matter, the author argues that in the 21st 

century we are living in, the virtual social networks have become equally “real” as 

physical social networks. In case of Salafi jihadists in social media channels such as 

Twitter, we know that the users actively engage in propagating ISIS for potential 

recruits. Further study is needed to prove the “realness” of virtual socialization as 

compared to physical socialization. These could for instance be measured in form of 

time spent on social media and level of trust in the virtual environment among the 

younger generation. The goal with third chapter was to figure out how exposed the 

West was towards this Salafi-jihadist Internet propaganda. This was measured in 
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terms of English language proficiency and Internet access among the local population 

compared in the Western and Middle Eastern-North African countries. The results 

showed that MENA region had the lowest (declining) English proficiency in the 

world, while Internet penetration was also proved to be very low and restricted (32.7 

per 100). Thus the author concludes that if anyone is exposed to Salafi- jihadist 

propaganda online, it certainly must be the targets with highest levels of English 

proficiency and highest percentage of Internet penetration. This leaves the Western 

citizens as number one target audience for the online ISIS propaganda. The last 

chapter focused on analyses of main 3 main propaganda channels of ISIS, which are 

aiding to radicalization and recruitment. The narrative used in video preaching of 

Anwar al Awlaki, the monthly issued Dabiq magazine and use of social media was 

carefully analyzed. In the analyses, the author tried to identify issues related to 

belonging, but also humiliation, shared grievances, anti-imperialistic ideology and 

cool factors.  However, not all three channels were fully synchronized around the 

same narratives. While Anwar al Awlaki was most known for his criticism towards 

the West, he also addressed challenges Muslims in the West are struggling with. 

Identity, belonging and humiliation were one of his most expressed topics. He also 

turned his criticism, in less degree towards the near enemy. Awlaki was killed before 

declaration of IS Khilafa, yet his preaching set the standard for the general global 

Salafi-jihadist movement all over the world, including ISIS.  

 

When analyzing ISIS narrative on the monthly issued Dabiq, its evident that legacy of 

al Awlaki continues through this magazine. The same issues related to identity and 

humiliation, are addressed, while the feeling of belonging is used as a carrot stick 

when propagating the idea of a united Ummah under ISIS banner. The narrative of 

Dabiq condemns nationalism, and deeply promotes multiculturalism. Many of the 

soldiers advertised are either from 2nd generation immigrants from Western countries 

or Western converts. The propaganda is promoted through a Western understanding 

of “coolness”, making parallels from Hollywood-films and computer games. Just like 

al Awlaki, Dabiq is good at using conventional Western sources to boost its 

arguments. Based on these attributes it’s distinct that Dabiq have focused on 

promoting this message to a Western audience. However, Dabiq have a muchstronger 

focus towards the “near enemy” in correlation with its on ground relations. The author 
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believes that a call based up on identity-loss, discrimination, denouncement of 

nationality, pre-existing culture and traditions, wouldn’t be as popular in region of 

MENA countries as compared to Western societies.  The last chapter analyzed the use 

of social media of ISIS. The case of social media is chaotic, as there are no significant 

distinction on who are the real jihadist fighters from the conflict zone and who are just 

the cheerleaders for the ideology. It`s also difficult to separate the Salafi-jihadist 

movements from ISIS movements on social media. From previously mentioned 

empirical researches we know that social media is used both inspirational and 

informational source. It`s a meeting point for ISIS and its followers through two ways 

communication. Except the communicative function of social media, it is also 

frequently used to re-post ISIS materials, propaganda posters and violent videos. A 

quick analyses of violent beheading videos showed that it was indeed a very costly 

and detailed production.  The videos were carefully chosen and edited with 

professional editing programs. Previous studies showed that not only were the 

violence videos creating panic and demonstration of power, but the shocking content 

also served as attention magnet promoting the agenda even to people that would 

otherwise be out of reach of ISIS propaganda.   

 

   Hypothesis 

 

Is there a systematic correlation between common sociological issues leading to 

radicalization and the narrative used by Salafi-jihadist channels?  
 

When	  analyzing	  the	  current	  narrative	  of	  ISIS,	  we	  can	  see	  a	  correlation	  with	  usual	  

sociological	  issues	  leading	  to	  radicalization.	  	  Several	  issues	  regarding	  identity,	  

deculturation	  and	  anti-‐	  imperialistic	  ideology	  and	  militant	  culture	  were	  strongly	  

promoted	  in	  the	  narrative.	  These	  are	  identified	  as	  causes	  to	  radicalization	  

according	  to	  French	  Sociology	  Study.	  While	  anti-‐Western	  narrative	  was	  used	  as	  a	  

mobilization	  cause,	  there	  was	  a	  stronger	  emphasis	  to	  criticize	  the	  “near”	  enemy	  

rather	  than	  “far	  enemy”.	  	  This	  hypothesis	  is	  confirmed,	  there	  is	  a	  correlation	  

between	  the	  sociological	  issues	  leading	  to	  radicalization	  and	  the	  narrative	  used	  

by	  Salafi-‐jihadist	  ideology.	  
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Is the narrative used by these channels often directed to Western –specific 

audience? 
 

The study confirmed this hypothesis, several indications point to the fact that 

narrative must have been specified towards a Western audience. The fact that both 

Anwar al Awlaki videos and Dabiq magazine on Internet are in English language is a 

great indication. The graphs show that English proficiency and Internet penetration is 

very low in the MENA region. Moreover, the narratives address typical Western 

society issues such as deculturation, humiliation and identity. The counter arguments 

are also backed by conventional Western sources and with liberal democratic 

argumentation (human rights and freedom of expression etc.).  

 

Is the narrative on Internet powerful enough to radicalize individuals?  

 

Effectively conducted Salafi-jihadist propaganda combined together with constant 

social media activity on Internet lead to radicalization. As we have seen through 

empirical evidence, all charged terrorist and extremist have taken advantage of 

Internet. If we consider social media activity, equal to social networks it is evident 

that Internet is not limited to only a narrative, but also to two-ways communications 

system shaping the mind of the young.  

	  
In the technological era we are living in, can virtual network and friendship be 

regarded as equal to real life face-to-face interaction? 

 
Our generation has moved to a new level of presence through virtual realities on 

Internet. The extent of which people are living their lives and socializing through 

virtual context is drastically increasing year by year, till this day all research and 

evidence point to the fact real life social networks are considerably more important 

than virtual. It would be great mistake to undermine the ever-changing social sphere, 

and that’s why future research should focus on how the younger generation 

understands the virtual world. The relevant empirical studies have been (unwillingly) 

affected by our current understanding of the cyber-space. Understanding of social 

networks should also include use of social media channels and social media 
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interactions. Especially for those lonely and alienated individuals, the virtual world 

becomes a stronger reality than real life.  
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